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ABs'rllACT

The investigation reported in this thesis was prompted by the desire

to develop an easy and reliable nondestructive method of testing to monitor

changes in elastic properties of metals when they are subjected to cr-eep ,

fatigue~and case hardening.
"

The possibilities of the useful application of such a test \vill be

invaluable to the aircraft industry. It was 'therefore suggested that

the specimens used should be made from the type of materials used in
r, the aircraft industry. These were made of high strength alloys.

The method of nondestructive testing was to excite ultrasonic

surface waves on the surface of the specimens, and measuring the changes

in surface wave velocity~when the material(specimens) are subjected to

creep, fatigue, and case hardening. An ultrasonic goniometer was designed

and constructed and,using the goniometer;critical angle reflectowetry

was used to excite the surface waves on the surface of the specimens.

j,'

" For the measurements during fatiguu,specimens were fatigued at

high stress levels and low cycles. Constant amplitude alternating stresses

with the specimen remaining in tension during i:he whole program type
of loa.ding was used. Most of the specimens were made of titanium (Ti230)

but some work was also done on mild steel.

, The specimens used for creep were made from C263 Nickel alloy and,
Titanium 230. Each specimen was subjected to creep to a c:ertain degree.

The case hardened specimens were made of steel with carburized case.

It was found that using ultrasonic surface waves it was possible



to determine the depth of case hardening. Using a calibration curve

drawn from the results obtained of the change in surface wave velocity

for specimens with known case depths,it Has possible to predict the

case depths of specimens of unknown case depths; by measuring their

surface wave velocities.Also,a frequency effect was observed whereby

lower frequencies were found t6 be bctt~r for detecting larger. case depths

When specimens which were subjected to creep were considered,it was

found that ultrasonic surface waves can detect early stages of creep.

This was the case for both materials studied.A difference was observed

in' the response to the surface waves for the two materials studied. In

both cases a frequency effect was observed in that higher frequencies

were better for detecting early creep.

For bo.th materials studied during fatigue, most of the change in

surface wave velocity occured during the very early stages of fatigue

life. During the latter stages of fatigue life the rate of change was

very much lower. No pattern was observed for the change in surface wave

velocity with the number of fatigue cycles for either material.

Lastly,measurements were done on brass,copper,alumi~ium,stainlcss

steel and mild stee: bar ~pecimens,at the critical angle of incidence.

For all the specimensi t\'1as found that the surface wave velocity changed
)

wi th frequency.'·
I ,

" .~"

" /.
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1. INTiiODUCTION

1.1. Purpose of study.----------------

The results of the study of the behaviour of engineering materials

under various loading conditions are very important· to the design engineer.

Components manufactured from these materials are often designod to the closest

Li.mi t s,If de~8.ileo.know lsdge is available about these ma t.eri als and their

behaviour it viill reduce the element of ri.sk in the designs. Cost can be

minimised Dnd the materials used to their fullest.

Because so~c industries,like the aircraft industrYf.usE very high
strength alloys, components made from these alloys can withstand very high
stresses,which is (

necessary for aircraft operation. Special heat r'esi etant
alloys are also employed in the manuf'acture of compressor and turbine blades.

Sometimes it is sufficient to increase the component's strength by case-

hardening the manufac tured component, which has been manuf'ac.tur-ed from :.1

lower strength material.

The cost of failure of any of these components is extremely high.

It may result in the lost of human lives and the loss of the whole aircraft,

costing millions of pounds.
Components under service loading conditions can be Aubjected to

many types of stresses viz. tensile, bending,compressive, torsional,and
,

therma1.Combinations of all these are not uncommon. Due to these loading

condi tions, combined ",ith the variations in comporient. behaviour (scatter),

premature failure can occur. Due to these loading conditions also,the exact
service life of a component is very difficult to predict.

At present there is no method of predicting the exact life cycle
of components unde r service loading conditions, and it .would be invaluable

to industry if some type of nondestructive test ban be devised to monitor

the life cycle of a c6mponent in service.

Additionally, if a nondestructive test can be devised to measure

the depth of caeehar'deni.ngof e: component, which has inherent accuracy and
is easy to apply,its use would be very· beneficial to industry.
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'l'hepurpose of this study therefore, is to investigate whether such 'J.

test can be devised.

v/hen a metal is subjected to many appIdcet.i ons of the SE'.!J.C load,

fracture can occur at a much Lower load than would be requ.lred for failure

in a tensile load test. This failure due to alternating stresses is called
fatigue.

Fatigue cracks always start at the surface. These cracks nucleate
at the surface and gro..! under repeated load app'lLca t i ons • As the crack

erOvlS,the load carrying cross section of the member is reduced and the stress

is increased. When the remaining cross section is not strong enough to

carry the load,the crack spreads causing failure. The study of the aature

of crack prcpagat i on is a well established method of predicting fatigue
failure.

Almost all materials have a fatigue limit. This is the stress

(determined experimentally) below which failure will not occur regardless

of the number of load cycles applied. This implies that components can be

desLgned for working stresses below the fa.tigue limit. This howavo r- is'

very uneconomical from the d€sign viewpoint. Surface finish also has an

effect on fatigue life. A rough surface caused by machining,can reduce

fatigue life,whilst if a specimen surface is highly polished,fatigue life
is extep.ded considerably.

Well before the appearance of a crack,a.'specimen when subjected

'to rspe~ted loads will undergo many changes at the atomic level. It is known

that slip and twinning are plastic deformation processes that occur without

thermal activation. Slip bands are observed in polycrystE'.llineme+:als \'Jell

before fracture. These slip lines can become visible at any number of load
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cycles. DependLng upon the material they can be simple or muI t i.p.l e glide.

Slip therefore can occnr well beLow the fatigue limit. 'I'ho number and

ex t ent of the slip band s Hill cepend opon the amplitude of the applied

stresses. Higher stresses give larger values of slip.

Dislocations arc also considered to explain the early mechani am of

fatigue.The movement of dislocations causes small defoTIuations called

extrusions to occur in the slip bande, An extrusion is a small ribbon of

metal which is apparently extruded. from the surface of the slip band. 'rhe

opposi to of extrusions are intrusions wh i.ch are crevices, and these have been

observed. 'I'hese surface disturbances are about 0.1 to Lpm high and appear
as early as one tenth of the total fatigue life of the specimen. As the

number of cycles increases small fissures open up in the slip bands in the

disturbed regions.
Since these fissures are confined to the length of the slip segments,

they are not actual cracks. However, as the number of cycles is increased,

a macroscopic crack can be propagated from one' fissure to another. 'rhis

eventually leads to br-eakdown ,

At room temperature the tensile properties of most engineering~
materials are independent of time,for all practical purposes. Furthermore,

the anelastic behaviour of these materials at room temperature is of little

consequence. At elevated temperatures however,the strength is very much

dependent upon strain rate and time of exposure. Many metals behave like

viscoelastic solids under these conditions. A metal subjected to a constant

tensile load in an elevated temperature enviroment will creep and undergo

a time dependent change in length.
When the temperature of a plastically deformed metal is raised,

new crystals grow at the expense of the old ones. This is called
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recrystallization. If the temperature is too low for recrystallization,

plastic deformation,often called cold-work,will increase the critical
stress neccessary for further plastic strain. This process is called

strain hardening. At this temperature,called the r~crystallization

tempera ture, changes in material properties take pIace. After recryetall-

ization,the strength and hardness of the material is reduced and the

ductility is increased. There is a complete release of internal stress'in

the material. At temperatures below the recrystallization temperature,a

process of stress relief called recovery takes place. The mechanical,

properties of the metal are much less affected by recovery than by recrys-

tallization. It therefore follows that the strain hardening that can be

produced in a metal is dependent on temperature.

Creep is low in high melting-peint solids,because of the high

recrystallization temperatures. Alloying to raise the recrystallization.
temperature will increase creep resistance. ~

There are three stages of creep_ rllienload is first applied to a

metal there is an immediate elastic deformation, which is f'oL'lowed by a

primary stage of creep, In this stae.e the creep rate is .reduc ed to a minimum.

Next,there f.s a secondary etage in whichthe strain r'''!tesloxly increases.Then
f'olLowe the tertiary stage in which the strain rate increases rapidly,

and eventually leading to failure.

The main deformation processes at elevated temperatures are slip,

subgrain formation,grain boundary sliding and lattice rotation,in large-

grained specimens. High temperature deformation is characterized by extreme

inhomogeneity. Measurements of local creep elongation at·various locations

in a creep specimen have shown that the local strain undergoes many periodic
0..c c

changes with timjwhich &~re not recorded in the changes in strain in the

total length of the specimen.
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Many secondary deformation processes have been observed in metals at

elevated temperatures. e.g. multiple slip, the formation of extremely coarse

slip bands,kink bands, fold formation at grain boundari es i and grain boundary
migration.

Since the deformation is inhomogeneous, there are many opportunities

for lattice bending to occur. It is known that kink bands, deformation bands,

and.local bending near grain boundaries can occur during cre8p. Polyganiz-
ation can take place concurrently 1'7i th lattice bending, since di.eLocat Lons

can climb readily at high temperatures. As creep pr'ogreases,laree subgrains

Or cells are produced. The size of the subgrains depends upon the stress
and the temperature.

Grain boundary processes observed during creep at high temperature

are.grain boundary sliding,grain boundary migration,and lold formation.

It is not conclusive whether the sliding occurs along the grain boundaries,

as a bulk movement; of the two grains or in a softened area of each graf.n ,

adjacent to the grain boundary. Although the exact mechanism is not knovn ,

grain boundary sliding is not a simple viscous sliuing of one grain past

one another.

Grain boundary migration may be considered to be a stress induced

grain growth. It is a creep recovery process which allowed the distorted

material adjacent to the grain boundary to undergo further deformation:

During high temperat~re creep due to inhomogenous deformation of grain
boundaries,wavy grain boundaries are usually observed.

A special class of complex materials called high temperature

alloysCsuperalloys) have been developed for specific use in the aircraft

industry. Ferritic alloys were developed first to'meet increased temperature

requirements in steam pov ...er plants. Essentially' they are carbon steels

which resist softening when certain proportions of chromiua and molybedendu:n
. 0are added. These' alloys extended the useful stress-bearing range from 1000 F

. 0
to 1200 F,due to the increased oxidation resistance of austenitic steel.
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For jet-engine applications)the superalloys used are based on either

Nickel or Cobalt austenitic alloys, or a combination of the t.vo. Generally,

they contain appreciable chromium for oxidation resistance. Superalloys a~e
creep resistant and they derive their strength from' a dispersion of stable
second phase particles.

In industrial applications many high land-bearing components are

required to be very hard. The surfaces are requiral to be touch and wear-

resistant. There are many metallurgical processes tbat cf,tnbe conducted. to

achieve these aims. The easiest of these is that of heat treatment or
tempering. This process however has a major disadvantage. '1'hereare two

properties to be optimised,namely,toughness and surface hardness. Unfortun-

ately, these two criteria crulnot be met in the process of heat tregtm~nt.

Treating a component for maximum hardness makes it too brittle, whilst

treating for maximum surface toughness will make it less hard, i. e. it will

not be hard enough.

To achieve this combination several processes were developed,namely

carburizing,cyaniding, carbonitriding,nitriding,and localised surfar.e

hardening. From the first three processeslthe surface hardness is depecdent,
upon heat treatment after the composition of the case has been altered. In

nitridingJ the case composition is altered forming an inherently hard Layer,

Case. hardening is to obtain hard exteriors with tough interiors:
low carbon steels are used. Any process which can increase the carbon

content of the low carbon steel(.15%C) to the euctectoid propor-t+ons will

achieve the desired results, provided the steel is properly heat treated.



There are three types of carburizing,which depend upon the carburi~ing

medium. Vlhen solid carburizing nrat er-LaI in us ed it is c oLlcd s oLid or pack

c arbur i cing . Vlhen suitable hydroCcn gase~l are used it is 001'-(:,] gas c ax-bur=-

Lz i.ng, ~.'hen fused baths of o arour azi.ng f,;:;:Lt is 11[;(;(1.1t is c alled liquid

carburi z i.ng ,

Pack carburizing.
----------- ._---

In this process parts to be c~rburized a~e packed ill a container

';Iitha carburizing medium. The essen t i.a'l p ar t of this ruedium or compound

is some form of carbon. e.g. charcoal. The parts Rre placed in a fUD1GCe

and heated to a temperature to form auercn i teo 1J.lheyare kept [;.t this te;np-

erature until the required case dCp~l is reached. Uniform penetration is not

achievedl.i~ce parts near the outer of the container reach the c arbu r i.zing

temperature before those at the centre . This process therefore is rarely

used for case depth greater than .025 in . This process has been euperLeded

by gascarburizing.

Gas carburizing.---------------
The principal source of carbon used in this process is methane.

Pressurised air-tight furnaces are used. rl'emperature is evenly distributed

in the furnace. The furnace is brought up to the carburizing temperature,,
'1700 or 17500F,and a dew point of 20 or 250F, then purged with endothermic

gas.

\-Thenthe furnace temperatare has rec('vered to the carburizing

temperature, the carbon potential of the furnace is increased by adding

some more methane.(5 to 10%). After about 50 to 75% of the total time cycle
has elapsed, then' no more methane is added. This creates equilibrium

of the surface with the carrier potential.
If the temperature and the composition of the atmosphere can be

controlled effectively, the depth of the case hardening can be controllt2d.
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This process is applied to low case depth deposition,which can be

produced at a lower cost than pack or gas carburizing.The fused boths

are normally composed of sodium cyanide and alkaline earth salts.The salt

reacts w i th the cy ani.dc to form a cyanide of alkaline and earth metal, wh i ch

react s i,/,j.th the iron. A small amount of ni trogen is Liberat.cd and also

absorbed. The parts are placed in molten salt for a desired time then

quenched. Results from this process are similar to that obtained from gas

or pack carburizing. The advantl.ges are rapid heat transfer t.hrough the

liquid,low distortion,negligible surface oxidation or decarburization and
rapid absorption of carbon and nitrogen.

Heat treatment.

The process whi.ch is applied to carburized steels. The steel is cooled

slowly from the carburizing temperature. The surface hardness of the steel

lS then Low enough to permit machining,

Cyaniding is similar to liquid carburizing e:.:ceptthat the bath used

is generally fused sodium,cyanide. Thin case depths less than 0.010 ins.,
can be made with this process. The steel is immersed in the molten bath

of sodium cyanide at a temperature between 14750b' and l6000F for between

30min. and 3 hours, depending upon the case depth required.

Carbonitriding.--------------
ThiR is a modification of the gas carburizing process,which causes

both carbon and ni tr-ogen to be added to the surface through a.bsorption.
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Ammonia gas is added to the furnace atmosphere. This process is also called

dry cyaniding,nitrocarburizing,gas cyaniding or ni-cATbing.

'I'hi s is the pr'o cess by whi ch the surf ace hardness of certain alloy

steels may be incroased by heatinC.in contact with a nitrogeneous medium

without the .necGssity for quenching. The process involves the formation

of hard vrear·-l'f:sistsnt nitrogen compounds an th(:l aur f ace of the steel by

absorption of the nitrosen.

Other surface coatings.----------------------
Many other types of aur f'ace coatings are employed in indus try. Some

however. are used only for ornamental value, whilst others are for corrosion

resistant, to protect against wear or to rebuild worn parts. Electroplating

is one of theBe processes.

Ultrasonic bulk wave testing is not easily applicable to detec~

surface or near surface defects. Reflections fro,::the surface can mask

the reflections from these defects.

A method that does not have the limitations of bulk "Taves

:i.Sthe_application of ultrasonic surface waves. These waves are propagated

on the material,penetrating a layer between one and two wavelengths thick.

Materials of various shapes can be tested. These waves are usually called

Rayleigh waves. and can be propagated for longer cl.istancesthan e.Jtke. ...

of the two bulk wav es,since their acoustic attenuation with distance i8

less than for bulk waves. Therefore materials with high acoustic attenuation

to bulk "laves can be tested more easily with surface waves.
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Rayleigh waves can be used in the immersion mode of testing. Both

trmlsducer and specimen are immersed in a liquid bath. Dilatational

waves are propagated in the liquid and mode conversion takes place at

the surface of the specimen. As the launching anele'of the Whve iD varieti,

there will be a critical anele for the excitation of surface waves. The

i~~8rsion method overcomes the problem of testing specimens of variou8

nhap8S, s Lnce the problem of .in t er-f'aci.n.g the tr-anaduc er to the specimen

is eliminated.

Ray Lc i gh waves can be used for the Lo cat i.ng and measuring of au rf e.ce

def'octs in specimens of almost any configura t i on , 'l'hese include rods,

beams,springs,wires,solid and hollow parts. All kinds of surfuce layer

defects e.g. cracks,surface pittiDC,voids,inclusion of foreign impurities,

to a depth of about one wave lerigth can be detected.

The'RayleIgh wave method of testing is especially useful for the

detection of microcracks. which appear'on the surface of metals during fatigue.
Measuring the change in surface wave velocity could determine the change

in surface "lave elastic modulus. This charige in elastic modulus could be
•due to residual stress,changes in dislocation densi.ties near the surface,

changes in point defects, or changes in planar defects •.

: Changes in hardness,graip size and grain orieritationcan also'be

respoIl..Siblefor this effect.

Measuring the changes in attenuation can be very useful for the

determination of grain size changes that occur due to different mechanical

processes. 'I'h i e change can be measured quite effectively by changing the
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During high temperature creep changes in grain size take place in most metaL

Surface ;·raves can be used to measure the progressive change in grain saze,

due to rEcry~tallization. Because grain size is a function of the hardness

of the materiaI it provides a useful method of nondestructive testing

where surface wa~es can be used.

1.6 Preferred orientation.--~------------------
A metal which has undergone severe deformation as in rolling or wire

dra....ling ",illdevelop prefe rred orientation or texture in whi ch certain

crystallogrdphic planes tends to orient themselves in a preferred direction

of maximum strain.
In a polycrystalline aggregate, as di.st Lnct from a single .crystal,the

process is very complex. Individual grains cannot rotate freely and lattice

bending and fragmentation thus occur. Preferred orientation may be measured by

X-ray technique,and can also be measured by bulk ultrasonic shear waves~

which :ismo"'e sensitive.
Formation of strong preferred orientation will resul t in an anisotropy

of mechan i.ca'lproperties of. the material. A1though each individual grain
is anisotropic, the aggregate tends to be isotropiq, because of the random

6rientation of the grains.The elastic property of the p~jycrystalline 'solid

is strongly dependent upon ·the degree of 0rientation.

Each grain has a given elastic modulus for a given orientation. If the

aggregate is homogeneous each grain will have the same value of elastic

modulus.
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For all practical purposes a polycrystulline aggregate with preferred

orientation is considerecl as being homo gerie ous but .anLo otropi.c.It thus

f'ol.Lowa that the "lave velocities, vlhich are clepend.cntupon the properties

of the material vary with the direction of propagation.

1.7 Surface residual stress

11any :important technological proceaeee produce hiGh surface residule.l

stresses which attain their maximum value either at the surface or just
below the surface.Sometimes there are localised residual stresses on the

surface of metals which can confuse measurements to determine surface

elastic properties of materials. These can be compressive or tensile.

Because these stresses form'a gradient from the surface, there will

be an uneven effect on the depth of the disturbance caused by the surface

wave. It is well known that the velocity of bulk waves changes with residual

stress. Similar effectc;wHl take place \'I'jthsurface wave testing.
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CHAPTER 2

2.1 CASE DEPTH

Introduction

Following the application of a case hardening technique, the
depth of the case must be determined. This is necessary at an early stage

in the process in order to avoid redundant processing. Once it is known

that the processing conditions can produce the required case depth, many

specimens are then case hardened.

Temperature and time arc impc:dan t factors in all the case

hardening processes and if one of them changes the case depth of the surface
also changes.

2.1.1

At present the accepted method for measuring the case depth
2of case hardened specimens,is a destructive one. The specimen is cross

sectioned and its hardness is measured.
Case depths may be classified as follows:-

Thin - Less than 0.020 in.

Medium - 0.020 to 0.040 in.

Medium heavy - 0.040 to 0.060 in.
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2.1. 2

(a) Ultrasonic method.

Egorov2.l reported on the feasibility 'of applying 2n ultrasonic

reflection technique to the study of the elastic ~roperties of surface

consolidated. layers. The test sample was aubme rged in the water and an

ult.r-ason j c radiation was produced by the free. flexural Have reflected from

the.oPPosite end of· the sample

It was established that for surface consolidated layers,formed

as a result of cementation and hardening,the change in elastic properties

was very smalL The damping of the ultrasonic waves depended largely on

the distance between the layers being investigated,and the surface ones.

Wi th increase in 'distance up to the surface, the damping increased.

The test reported by Blitz et a13,i8 used for ferromagnetic

materials.The materials were subjected to magnetic hysteresis. This

method measured the difference in permeability,conductivity,or dimension

between t\-.'O specimens. Two identical coils were placed at right angles

to each other. An amplifier followed by an 9Scilloscope was used to detect

the signal. The coils were fed through a transformer in such a way that

there was 180 degrees phase difference between them.

Signals from the two cOils were superimposed on each other.

With no test sample in, there was a phase cancellation and a straight li.ne

wasobtained,since the coils were connected to the Y-plates of the
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oscilloscope. vlhen a test sample WhS placed in one of the cojI.sj magne t Lc

hysteresis occured due to the loop being modified by the action of induced

eddy currents. The straight line now changes to a pattern ~hich is

characteristic of the electrical conductivity, magnetic; permeability and

dimension of the sample. If an identical specimen is placed in the otber

cOil,so that both specimens are in the same relative position,in the COils,

a straight line is obtained once again.However if the. other specimen has a

different permeability, conductivity or dimension, the trace Hill chango to a

pattern whLch is characteristic of this difference.

2.2 CREEP

Introduction

The most serious limiting factor in creep testing is the

.inabili ty to make full life tests of materials, particularly those intended

for long life service under working conditions.Results from relatively. short

tests have to·be extrapolated to indicate the probable long term behaviour.

This is a very risky and uncertain business, and there are many

pitfalls,particularly in the possibilities in the unexpected development

of tertiary creep. It is not conclusive to use a set of results from a
single test made under differer.t conditions as an indication of the creep

behaviour of the material under investigation. There is also scatter in

the results,and this scatter should be analysed.

Creep is the name given to slow deformation of solid materials

over extended periods under loads. Normally creep is associated with high

temperatures. However the important factor to consider is the application,

and not the temperature. In some instances room teJ1perature can introduce

enough creep to cause severe deformation. This is possible in the case

of large structures. Fig 2.1 shows the relationship between deformation

and time for a constant applied load to a rod specimen.
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The upward curving part of the curve ltertiary) usually precedes failure.

It has been found that if the load is relieved during the test)GoJIleof the

strain recovers. It therefore f'oLl.ows that the creep phenomenon C:"l1tail'1s

hath permanent and recoverable strains. The permanent effects are analOgous

to the plastic flow at high strain rates which characterizes for example,

metal working processes.
4Vicat was the first to make quantitative statements about creep.

He investigated the reasons for the unpredicted behaviour of the cables for
,-

suspension bridges.Jfe.;observedthe first part of curve 2.1. Webstef detected

reversible creep in silk fibres.Boltzman6 attempted to study theoretically

the 'memory' effect of the atomic processes involved in the deformation of

metals. Tresca7 used the theory of viscous flow in liquids to formulate

laws of pl~stic flow in solids. f1any other workers contributed to the study

of creep.lRef.8 - 21)

With the advent of the steam turbine, jet aircraft and guided

missiles, it became:;.n.ecessary to develop many new superalloys. Under

~ervice conditions these materials can be subjected to very high stresses

at very high temperatures. There is therefore a need for detailed creep

data on these materials.

- A creep testing machine is employed to strain the material and thus

to produce creep. Facilities are provided in this type of machine to control

the temperature and the applied stress.•Most tests are conducted in the

tensile load application mode. wh ich usually has an accuracy ranging from

+ O.5)bto + 1.0%.
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These machines are fitted with accurately controlled temperature furnaces.

These furnaces are very carefully designed so that there is no

thermal stress gradient on the surface of the specimen. For measuring the

extensions, di a'L gauges and micrometers are f1 tted. For small specimens

high accuracy is ne ce as ary .. Sometimes to increase the accuracy, extensomcters

are mounted on the specimen gauge length. The cxtensometers are fitted

with heat resi~ting arms for elevated temperature operations. They also

have resetting adaptors for taking i.nto account deflections that carry

readings outside the normal range of the visible scale of the reading

device.

. v :;

Strain measurements as a function of timeli'ere first presented

by Andrade14, 22. It was shown that ·for pure metals and alloys a typical

creep curve can be plotted. See fig.2.2. It was proposed that the up,...ard

curvature of the tertiary stage was due to reduction in area at large
•

strains. This however, was proved to be incorrect,by SUlly23 and Kanter24•

Andrade postulated a function to fit the creep curve. In recent years

many lwrker~5have postulated many functions to fit the creep curve.

Special euperalloys and other met al s had to be studied separately.

With the superalloys,various pretreatments can cause drastic changes in

the creep behaviour. Also,a large fraction of. their creep life may consist

o~primary creep in that the period of minimum rate is rather short.

Dorn26 is a foremost worker in th:Ls field. Chaudhuri 27 recently reported
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on experimental work and curve fitting functions for Nickel-Base hic,h

temperature alloys.
Nost of the work reported in the literature was done for high purity or

slightly alloyed single or polycrystals.
Kornilov28 measured the activation energy during creep for pure

titanium,and found that the creep behaviour in this metal was different

f lth d V'IIIth f t' It'ram metals belonging to the VI an group 0 ne pCi"io(l-ic'lble.

This may be due to the process of age hardening reported by Blenkinsop

and Goosey29: 'rhey found ths,_t~he hardness rncr-e ased initially '"ith time

at high temperatures, then fell off slowly with tLme . This study wae done

on titanium-2~u.,over a 24 hour period. If the cJ:'eeptests were conducted
on cold rolled sheets the creep measurements could b\':e been affect.ed by the

effect of cold work30 on the structure and property of the tit an.Lum,

Xray diffraction methods are used to determine local crystal

orientation,near the subgrains which are discovered by microscope.

Guiner31 and Barret32 have shown that the mctallographically revealed

lines or veins ,separate crystal regions differing in orientation by
as little au lOseconds of arc. Guiner used the focussing method using

transmission through thin plates. In a perfect single crystal well defined
spots are observed. As strain is introduced,the points individually broadenl~

.into streaks of irregular density. Upon annealing the spots break u.p ~

into striations,each representing coherent lattice regions of slightly

differing orientations.
The Xray microscope has been used to study the changes in

orientation within grains of Nickel and its alloys by Ancker3? and

Weissman3~This wa.s'at up to 700°C. They found that creep brought out



characteristic small parallel boundaries which dev~loped very early in

the creep tensile tests.

(c) Other methods.

Resistivity and internal friction methods have been reported

by Broom35 and Nowick35. Radioactive tracers are also used to measure the

rate of chemical reaction i.nthe study of segregation, and to non i tor

various recovery and d i.f'f'usi.onprocess in the sol id stil.te.37

t
This is a destructive test method. The specimens are sectioned,

polished and etched. Parameters such as dislocation densities,velocity of

dislocations motion, and crack propagation may be measured. Gilman. and

JOhnston38 reported on this type of work. Heslop39 reported on work done
on Nimonic alloys. The ~ethod was used to classify the types of· fracture

which lead to f'aiLure during creep;

Granato and De Rosset40 have done ultT~sonic studies of creep

in single crystals of sodium chloride. Attenuation and velocity changes

of a lO!1,Hz ultrasonic shear wave were measured, during creep. Prom these

measurements quantitative determinations of dislocation density, and average

dislocation segment length were made. Comparisons. were made with

macroscopic strain measurements,and etch pit studies.

It was found that as creep increased somewhat exponentially

with time, the change in the elastic modulus for the shear wave appeared
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to follow the same pattern. The dislocation density increased nearly

exponentially w.i.t h time, whilst the loop length increased ini tLal.Ly and.

then fell off ,,;i th time'. In thi s f~zporime:l t, hOWeV8I',haruening ne chamsme

set in early and creep rate decaycd exponeu t i al Ly :with t ime. Hj_lc~.taand

Tutumi 41 have found quali tatively th at ul tr as cn i c at t.enuu t i.on t'ehuves

like strain rates in aluminium.

2.3 FATIGUE

Introduction

The fatigue mechanism can be di.vide d into two distinct stages.

namely:- (a) The crack initiation stage,and,

(b) ~he crack propagation stage which eventually. Leads to

failure.

llowever,prior to the crack nucleation,there are many mechanisms that are

active at the atomic or the m·.croscopu;.lellels.. Some or all of these mechanisms

can cause changes in hardness, in yield poin t, and changes in electrical

resistivity.

; ,.

The level of the applied stress in relation to the yield stress

of the material,will determine the nature6f these early mechanisms.

After about lOOOcycles of stress,in excess of the microscopic yield stress

slip lines appear in most ductile metals. This is independent, of the stress

cyclin~ rate. Bullen et. a142 found that the hardness of polycrystalline

copper f.n cr e aeed rapidly with the number of cycles, and then levelled off

to a. near constant value. This value was maintained for all subsequent

fatigue cycling. They thought that very early in the f'a t igue life,there

waa general plastic deformation throughout the whole specimen, f'oLl owed
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by wor-khardening. It was found that the damping rate and hye ter-esi s were

injtially large but levelled off to a lo~er value with increased cycling.

Bullen suggested that there are two processes that tontribute to crack

formation. TheBe are 10c8.+ work hardening arid , to a mueh greater extent,

gradual movement of slip planes. Most workers hav3 reported that strain

harciening ah,ayn exists prior to f'r ac+ur-e .

When the at r-ess level is lower than the yield stress I wh i ch is

often the case in service loading conditions,the findings of Bullen et a142

ar-enot applicable. Slip bands which are all-laysassociated vri th plastic

fl011:~donot a.lvays appear in very early stages of fatiguc,ut these lower
stress levels. In fact,f6r these lower stress levels a very large number

of cycles is neccessary before they appear. Therefore with this type of

stress condition,the early fatigue mechanism is different. Later in!the

fatigue life the hardness levels off,as it does under the high stress

loading conditions~

Palakol'lskiand Palchouduri43 found however,that for certain

cold worked materials i.e. copper,nickel,aliminium and steel there was a

distin~t strain softening with cyclic loading. I~ was not clear if the

incidence of strain softening was associated with cyclic stresses in
,

excess of the fatigue limit,or for cyclic stresses below the fatigue

limit.
After this hardening or softening stage crack nucleation and crack

propagation takes place. Extensive studies have been done on this later
stage -of fatigue damage. l\lanystudies have been done on the nature ana

velocity of crack propagation. For instance it is well established that_,/'

polishing the surface of a fatigue specimen/delays the formation of macro- /.

cracks,which eventually leG.ds to failure.

Most of the fatigue tests have been done under constant
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stress ampl Lt.ude cond i t iorrs , In s er v i.ve conii tions hovev er, co.nporien t e

can be subjected to many tYI,escf Load inj; coridi t i.ous . lIandom loadine:
11,1 45

conditions have been s tud Led by Svranson''-' and Fisher. 'I'he s t re s s

conditions can determine the nature of the conclusions that can be drawn

from any fatigue studies.

Since there ar o so many mech an.isnz ac t i.v« in f'at i.gue damage,

one term'6umulative damsge'is used to 1escribe the da~age caused by

different loading conditions. In all fatie;ue tests, the r e is P.. ID.:::,ge

element of scatter, and if two s tie cimene aro aubic c t ed to the..,sB1ille t est
J_ u ~ ....

condi tions, there is very Ii ttle certainty that they l,jill!a~ ~t}~e same
f'--

number of stress reversals. If i t \~ere po s e ibLe to de t er e ine ac cur a t eLy

the change in some material property, directly related to the fetigue life,

then, the problem of scatter wouLd be much less serious.

2.3.1 Measuring of cumulative daraage by Hypothesis.---------------------------------------------
Miner46 fatigued aluminium alloys at two stress levels to

failure and from the results postulated that damage is linearly r'e.La t.ed

to the number of stress cycles. I1athematically this means that:-

c Hi "Z. - = 1 vhere N. = Number of stress cycles at stress level
NFi 1.

S., and,
l.

Hp' = Total fatigue life at stress S ..
1 1.

47 48 1 d·th thPalm~"".11 and Serensen, a so propose e s ame eory.

Other ~orkers however, Swanson4~ proposed a nonlinear damage accumulation

theory for high and low stress levels, but a linear one for medium stress

levels. Marsh5? found that the linearlaiof is t rue only for sawtooth

lo~dings above 80 percent of fatigue limit.

Corten and Dolan51 found that the d&~age was related
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h2primarily to the maximum stress in the stressing program. Henry) said

that fatigue damage progressively Lowers thE! l'C"til~\ ...e limi t until at fa.i Lure

the limit is zero. Other workers in the field including Richart and Newmark~3

Grover,Bishop and Jackson;4 Ray')?Erickson [WC Work56 have ahown that for

two-level cycling, danage wa.smuch higher when the hi gh stress \13[, f'oLlow ed
by the low stress rather than vice versa.

2.3.2 Nondestructive Methods

Brook and Parry57 measured the change in overall dyn2.mic

modulus and damping of a test specimen, during fatigue. 'I'hei r objective

wa.s to try to provide some reliable information on the problem of

cumulative damage. These parameters were measured duri.ng the fatigue tests

without stopping the machine. Their assumption was that if the re~aining

life in the specimen at one stress level can be accurately estimated

before it is tested to failure at a second stress amplitude,the problem

of scatter would be largely overcome.

A series of these two-stress levels tests were conducted.

They tried to plot the lines of equal da~age on a diagram of stress

amplitude plotted against the remaining life. The validity of these lines

of equal damage could then be proved by subjecting a number of specimens

to complicated programs of multilevel stress cycling and comparing the

estimated lives with the experimental results.
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58 59' ,Lazan and \oJu, and Lazan and Derner, studled the change in Young's

modulus and damping during fatigue. They me~sured the displacement of the

free end of mild eteeL rotating-bend test pt.eces. 'I'hey found that the

initial damping change was quite rapid,flattening off as the stress continued.

For 101'; stress levels in mild nteel,i.e. 28 and 29Xl03 lb/in2, there was
an increase in damping at a Low number of cycles and a tendency to level
off for the remaining fatigue life. The higher the stress level, the

earlier this levelling off takes place. They found that above 34 x lO\b/in~

the energy change occurred predominantly j n about the first one percent of

fatigue life. This was very pronounced at 42 X l03Ib/in~ The fatigue lind t

of the material used was 35)(. l03lb/in~

Morrow60 studied stress-strain loops during strain cycling for

fatigue lives up to half a million cycles. He showed that the plastic,

strain amplitude was related to the number of cycles to failure. Thompson,

Coogan and Rider61 showed that the reduction in the area of the stress
strain hysteresis. loop changes with number of cycles.

62Ueda and Tanaka measured the change in magnetic hysteresis

during fatigue in 0.8 percent carbon steel. They found that for specimens

having fibrous structures due to drawing, fatigue was little developed
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below ~ certain number of cycles. There was a sudden increase in the magnetic

hysteresis prior to fracture.

'The eddy current method was used to predict the fatigue life of
. 63 (samples by Nyukhalov et al. The eddy current responses disbalance voltage)

'ws measured for many specimens. This was measured at various stress levels

and for various number of cycles.

They mentioned that there was a critical di eba.lance voLtage

that had to be reached before the final mechanism sets in. For high stress

levels, this critical value is reached very quickly,whilst for lower stresses

the disbalance voltage never reaches this critical value. A standard virgin

specimen "18S used as reference. A differential circuit was used to detect

signals of induced eddy currents in both specimens. The result of the study

on steel specimens was that,as the number of cycles increa.ses,in the first

stage of fatigue life, there is a sharp change in the disbalance voltage.

However,with increasing number of cycll:ls,theintensity of the increment

diminishes,and only in the final stages of fatigue development is there a

renewed sharp increase in disbalance voltage.

Bullen42 used x-ray technique to study the changes in orientation

dUe to fatigue. The x-ray diffraction patterns display discrete spots if

there is no orientation change i.e. no disorientation in the lattice.
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He found that a critica.l cy clf.ngrate was required to prevent the occurrence

.of disorientation. Once the cycling rate exceeded this value and a certain

number of cycles had been r eached j he f'ound that by the x-ray method, fine

slip lines vore seen for 10\l cy cLdng rates; and for hi.ghcycling rates, the

number of sli p lines was very much smaller, and were observed in broad

bands far apart. The lines often or-i ginat ed from po i nt.sLy ing inside the

grains and tcrrninat e at paints also lying ,d thin the grai.ns,

(g) Ultrasonic methods

64Rasmussen used ultrasonic surface waves to detect crack
formation during fatigue. The surface waves were excited on both surfaces

of the 8peci~en,using contact probes (wedge type). The specimens were

subjected to reverse bending loads,and the ultrasonic test frequency was

4 MHz.

It was found that microcracks appear very early in fatigue life.

A figure of 39 to 44 percent was quoted for dynamic loading. The fatigue

test was stopped and the specimens measured (a) Whilst in tension,and
(b) "Off-machine." The first condition was similar to that obtained during

dynamic loading, but with the second condition cracks appear at about

60 percent of the fatigue life. In both cases this percentage seems to be

independent of stre~s level chosen. However,a dependence on surface treatment

was observed. In this test program,high cycle,low stress level fatigue was

used. The same measuring technique 'vasuser. by the same author65 to detect

early flaw3 in turbine and compressor blades.

Measure of magnetic permeabili.ty and magnetic viscosity-------------------------------------------------------
66Shagaev used electromagnetic methods to study the fatigue

mechanism. He measured the magnetic permeability and the magnetic viscosity.
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As the metal is fatigued, internal structural changes t ake s place whi ch

causo the magne tic properties to change. Steel specimens were used.

The permeability Has measured using the e.m.f change of a

measuring coil which is proportional to the differential magnetic

permeabili ty. The magnetic viscosity \{D.S measured using a B t andard equipment.

The ssmp.le and the reference were magnetically shortoiroui ted. Coils were

wound around both samples. Samples were demagnetized before making the

measuremen to Bo th samples were then magne tized.
Change in the field strengths produced a change in magnetic flux

which is proportional to the magnetic viscosity. 'l'hi s change in viscosi ty

is measured on a ballistic galvanometer after an interval of 2 sees.
He tried to explain the fatigue mechanism in terms of dislocation theory.

He found that the permeability increases with the number of stress cycles,

to a peak tten falls off, with cycles. It then increases to another peak:

then falls off again.
Viscosi ty was cons tant with number of cycles up to a certain

number of cyclel3,then there was a gradual increase with number of cycles.

It was thought that initially,during fatigue,there was a build up of

m::croscopic plastic strain of the shear type,resulting from an increase

in the density of the mobile dislocations in the ferrite grains oriented
•unfavourably with respect to the applied stress. As the dislocation moved,

vacancies were generated around obstacles and,th~ new dislocation appeared.

The'elastic stresses in the metal then increased and the motion of the
dislocations was impeded, thus leading to hardness.

(i) Acoustic emission method

This is a process in which the intensity of sound radiated in
materials undergoing strain is·measured.Changes in the acoustic emission

!with crack growth can 'then.be meaflured•._ ..
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Mitchell67 measured acoustic emission prior to crack initiation and
propaGation in steel specimens and the subsequent fatigue of each specimen

vT!ln recorded. An a'lysj s waa done on the data, This sho ..zed that there wae a

burst of emission near failure. It was found that there was no correlation

to fatigue life. It was proposed that the rate of 2mjssion was due to

plastic deformation at or near the upper yield point.

. 68Mitchell and Frederick measured the acoustic emission from 175
specimens prior to fatiguing and during fatigue,but no parameter of the

emjSSiOD V!aS found to correlate significantly viith fatigue life. 'I'hey reported
on the high rate of emission wht ch occurs at the yield stress, and proposed

th~t this could be used to determine the yield stress in materials.
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CHAPTER 3

ULTRASONICSUR.B'ACEi~AVES

3.1.1 Surface wave p:enerators.-------------=----------
(a) "Corn e r " method

If an X cut longitudinal w ave transducer 1.8 placed on the

70edge of a plate , surface waves \'Till be exci ted. Optimum exci t at i on

'I'lill be obtained when the plate is inclined at 450 to the material

surface,as shown in F'ig.3.I(a).

(b) "Pis ton II source

This is a method used by Firestone and Frederick71. Either a

longi tud Ina l or a shear wave transduce r is bonded to the surface by

a thin layer of oil. Under these conditions, see Fig. 3.1 (b) ,surface "raves

are excited in all directions travelling away from the crystal. For a

circular transducer,the amplitude has a maximum value when ~ ~ 7, where

D is the diameter of the transducer,and t is the thickness of the transducer.

This method is not very useful because there is a low conversion factor

to surface waves.

72
The wedge m~thod proposed by Vinogradov is very widely used.

A plastic pr-ism or wedge is acoustically coupled through one of its faces
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to a sol id. A p:i le zoclec t ri c plate is placcd on the sloping f'uce of the 1:;edge,

the angle of which is chosen for optimum excitation using the expression
n

Sine c.,,;l where Cl is the veLoci ty of the Long Itudin a'L vusv « in the \';edf"e
2

mat erial and C2 is the surface "'Jave velocity in the solid. IH th the v/crige

method,essentially only one surface wave is generated. The level of the

bulk w avos excited is about 20 to 30db Lower. 'I'he wedGe is usually made

of pe rapex because the longi tudirui.l'.'lave vel oci ty r.n thatu1ateriE:.l is lower

than the shear wave velocity in most materials to be tested. This is the

main cons iderat i on i'n this type of testing. The longitudinal wave veloci ty

in pe rspex is 2700m/sec. The she ar wave veLoci ty in steel is 3235m/~3ec.

The angle of optimum excitation is then e == 3in-1(2700/3235) -:::34 degrees.
Fig.3.1(c) is a drav.ing of the wedge ~~hO'.-:ingthe optimum angle.

3hraiber73 proposed a modified wedge. Instead of having mode

conversion of the longitudinal t'wave, he us ed mode conversion of the shear
wave at the surface. The advantage of this method is that instead of

perspex,a wedge made of metal can be nsed.The relationship above wi1I.'·~_ ..

hold except that Cl now represents the transverse wave velocity in the

wedge.
(e) "Comb" transducer

This a method proposed by Sokolinskii?4 A comb-like structure is

used to generate a set of normal mode perturbations on the surface of the

Solid. The spatial period of the perturbation is the wavelength of the

surface wave. Usually the structure is a metal plate with corrugations

separated in space by ~/2. A longitudinal transducer is placed on this

comblike structure and when placed on the surface of the material, surface

waves can be generated as show-n in Fig.3.1(d). This method has a

d.lsadvantage .in that many unwanted bulk modes are produced.
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(r) Interdipital structures_______ w _

In recent years ~any worker~ h~ve proposed methods of generntjng

surface waves on piezoelectric ~uterials and on ferroelectric ceramics

( T .nso )e.g • .ull' ..:h3 . 'The in terclie;i1,8.1 transducer which comprises of electrode
, fine't;rs' ,y.Jhich are eLect r i ca.lLy exci te~ and hence El surface vTU'J"e is

fenerated. The principle on which it works has been described by BO:~lliel

et a17~ In general the theory is thRt elastic strains can be directly

generated at Em electric field. di ocon tinu i ty in a piezoelectric !Jl(?C;i"clJ!l.

The clastic strain is produced by coupling directly to the suitable
76peiz,oelectric moduli. /do KLer-k showed hOI·; these waves ar o generet cd .

C . 1 T· I· 77 d· . , .r>oqum ana .a.er sucn 1(i an an al.yai.s 01 the exci tat i on and detectl cn

of these surface waves in quartz. Some workers call these waves 'peizo-

electric eur f'ace waves'. Fig.3.1(e) shows the type of transducer ,u• .ct.lf the I

spacing between successive pairs of fingers is varied,lFig.,.l(f)}the

bandwidth C:inbe increased. The grid respondsto the high frequencies at
the 10"1<1 dimension end, and to the Lowe r frequencies at the high dimension

end. This type of transducer is at present used in microwave work.

(g) The ..ei.ndo w f rame transducer ,

Arzt 79 proposed the window frame transducer as shown in }'ig.3.l(e),
wh t ch is similar to the comb-like structure. It consists of equally spaced
parallel conducting strips, connected at both ends.These strips are deposited

on the _surf.9.ceof a piezoelectric plate, the other side of which is metalized

and earthed, and supplied by an a.c. field.The electric fields ~f the strips

are in phase with one another and the plate thickness determines the

conversion loss~The assembly resonates at a frequency for which the spacing

between the strips is one Rayleigh wavelength.
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~h) Mode converoion-----------------

dilatational waves in the liquid.l~ec iig.5.2)).The waves ~re directed
\
' . th t' . tho d 'J ' ~. Ld ( C,,) ) t ' .I).. n i s me .100. \.iJraClIle a.\t5,- ,a rb.nSQ\lcercan transmit

to the sur:Cace of the specime:l, ',ihichis i.n::mersccl in the liquid.

EnerGY reflected from the surface of the solid is detected by

another transducer, which :1:0; also im::::lcrsed in the liquid.
~At one particulur angle of incidence the wave entering the specime~

is refracted into the surface,and becomes a surface wave propagating

along the surface of the solid.
'1'hisis the method used by the author, and will be explained

in greater detail later.

Surface wave propagation------------------------
I

Ultrasonic surface waves are confined to a surface layer

of approximately cne to bra Rayleigh wavelengths. 'l'heattenuation

of these wave s is lower than bulk /\'lavesof the same frequency
because they spread only in one plane,and thus be prop~gated for longer

distances over the surface.

There are a number of factors to be considered before a.ny

surface wave method of testing can be used. e.g.
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'Ehe problem of dispersion ·(~·[J.S studied by Daniel and cleKlerk8?
'l'hey found that at high frequenc:icB above 130 lVlHz, the au r-face wave

velocity fell of with increase of frequency. This was for a two-layered

system. Other vwrkerz Bogdanov et
84 .,[11 , macsurcu dispersion in a three-

layered system, ..for frequencies of 4 to 16 HHz. They predicted dispersion

in all three-layered systems.

(b) Surface defects

Viktorov and Kakae i.na86 reported on scattering of surface waves

from models of surface and near surface defects. They developed models

to simulate the type of defects that can exist on the surface. e.g. scratches,

fissures and holes. They also did experiments with models of hemispherical

indentations of various diameters and depths perpendicular to the surface.

Similar experiments were done for cylindrical holes of various diameters.

In the lwrk reported in this the sLe, investigation '..'Cl.S. restricted

to the case where there were no cracks vn the surface.

(c) Surface irregularities .
.-----------------------

The other problem is that of surface irregularities. These cause

ec attering of the surface waves and hence attenuation. Brekhovskikh 85

presented some theoretical studies on the effects of these irregularities

on the surface waves. A further analysis for a periodic roughened surface
87 .has been done by Sabine. He presented some corrections to the Brekhovskikh

equation for' at t.enuat Lon of Rayleigh waves pr-opagat Lng on a per-i.odicalLy

roughened surface.

'.~ .
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Generally the theory is that when Usy10igh waves travol over a rough·

au r f ao s , some of their enc:ccy is us cd to f'YOp;:gate bu l k ',IDVf;S. Be caue o the

surface rou£;hncss is pc ri.odi c , the attenuation ,-:ill· be a function of

frequency. Certain assumptions were bude:- i.8.

Rayl e igh 1;1 ave leY1gtYl.

(b) The slope of the uneven surface with reenect to the ~veruge
height Ls ama.Ll,

(c) The scattered wave's !'.mpl:i.tu(lc js small compar-ed to the incident;

surface w avo .

It vias found that,for a certain freq:J(~ncy, and given degree of roughness,

78
the only parameter required to determine i;r,e e.t t enu ation was the Poisson I s

ratio.~hus at a given frequency,the attenuation will vary for different

materials haviftg the same surface conditions.It wa~ shown that attenuation

,is dependent· on t.he elastic modulus of the medium, In a plot of a t tcnuat j on

;versus height,of the surfave,rolIGhnesa~hjgh and narrow peaks were obtained

.f'o r materials wi th low values of Poisson I s ratio, whilst lower and broader

peaks were obtained. for materials \,li th hiGher values of POisson I s ratio.

Elementary grating theory 89 was used to derive an 0xprccsion for the

angle for bulk waves radiation. An expr-e s s j on relating the surface roughness

was derived. i.e.

wavelength of either the shear or dilatational bulk wave, 0{B is the

angle-of surface corrugation, measur ed from the surface. AR is the Rayleigh

wavelength, and is the period of the corrugation.

It follows that since (/\ / A R ) ~ 1, attenuation takes place

only when ffi.=,-l.

It was calculated that no a t t enu a t i cn of bUlk waves occurr~d
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2ut very,high and low frequencies when n,l>q

At medium frequencies, two conditjons existed whereby,in one instance,

?\q(n<l), attenuation was due to s oat t eri.ng in the ::il:18El1' bulk 'iaV8S.

In the other instance, (n?c q.d) g att(Cnuat.:io;t ',,',"f:J due to sca t t eri.ug in both

shear and longitudinal bulk Haves.

This theory was used by Humphreys
. [38ann Ash to convert bul~ waves

to surface 1'laVeS t and vi cc ve r ea . Lf bulk W::lVAS are inciden t at 0. aur f ace

on ~lich there is periodic corrugation,surfdcc waves will be generated.

Using a surface ".ave transducer e.g. in t e r-dig i tal trJ.llf3duc8:C, d:i.ffrc~c t i on

takes place and the bulk waves are produced on striking the corru[;i.i.tions.
I t was proposed that \vith this method, sur f'ac e vavc s can be t r-an s f'e r r'ed

from one 8urfRce to another by maans ~of mode conversion from surface

to .bulk waves.
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3.1. 3 The Ultrasonic Goniometer,

Critical wIgle reflectometry is used at a liquid-solid interface

to propagate surface Haves along the surface of the solid. Alongi t uri Lne.L

wave transducer is· used for producing cornpr-e s s ionak "laves in t.he liquid.

When incident ut the surface of the specimen they ar e reflected. 'rhc

reflected N:lVeS are received by th9 lonc:iLudi11:'il v ave t.r-an sduce r .

\see fiB' 3.3). Both transducers are mounted so that they make equal <111(31es

\'1ith the normal and then rota ted in cppo s i te d l r'e c t ions , 'J.'he nmpli 'cude

of the Nave reflected from the surface is measured.

At a given cri t i ca.I angle, a dip is ob s erv ed in t.ho amplitude of

the reflected wave. The surface wave velocity is then calculated from

tkis angle by using the expression:-

c
w ............ 3.1

SineR

where G is tho dilatational wave velocity in the fluid,
w

and, ~R is the measured Rayleigh angle( critical angle).

this velocity varies for different matRrials,and for a given

material in different mechanical states •

. Surface "laves travel along the surface of the solid at a velocity

eR which is determined by the elastic properties of the solid. Le. the

shear modulus,the Poisson's ratio and (the density.Hradfield9l measured

the elastic constant of the surface ,..ave for most materials by this method.

If the elas tic cons tan t for the surface wave is G,,) then:-
~lL
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where Gsa is used by analogy with CII the elastic constant for

longitudinal wav ea , and C44 the elastic ccns t an t for shear waves :in

solids. Using tho generalised Hooke's lawtCll and C44 can be expressed

as simple proportionalities of engineering stress(rr) to engineering

strajns(E) in the absence of any other strains.
(F

C 13and ·~4 = ~ for stresses only in the xz plane.
<1- t,<,>

i.e. Cl" =_L

With GSR however, this is not the CRse because both the stress

and strain distributjons are made up of tensile and shear components.

',_
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Substituting for CR in the above equation 3.1 we get:-

fC;
::::'---'2 " ".""""""" "" ,, 3. 3

Sin OH.

Where? is the density of the solid.

With this type of testing the whole surface of the specimen can be

tested,and the surface inhomogeneity can be detected.

If the specimen is rotated and the critical angle meusured for all

directions of surface wave propagation, then 11 measure of the preferred

orientation can be obtained.

Let eRn be the surface wave velocity along the direction of

rolling,and CR.! be the corresponding velocity in the direction normal to

the direction of rolling,then the orientation factor can be calculated.i.e.

t3 = [C~/_ cRJ ~ 3.4

therefore substituting in equation3.4 using equation 3.1 we get:-

1 ].•........•.......•.. 3.5
Sin9R.L

If the specimen has been fatigued or subjected to creep then it may be
POssible to separate out the effects of these processes.

Consider equation 3.5. Let (30 be the measurements on the "as

received" specimen, and~, be any value calculated from equation 3.5

using measured values of BoandQ for a fatigued ~pecimen.rrhen, if t is the
"/I ".L' ,

change in surface wave velocity due to the mechanical process,we have:-

.......... , ;5.6
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If the frequency of the compressional wave is varied,then the
cri tical angle can be me aaur-ed at <lifferent f:requcncies, !_mel a plot
of frequency agajnst critical angle thus obtajned.

lmother parameter that can be measured is the reflection factor. The

exact division of energy at normal incidence is dependent upon the

impedance mismatch at the boundary, and the amplitude ratio of the

reflected and incident waves -is given as f'o.Ll.owst «

~~!~~~!~~_~~p.~~!~~~
Incident amplitude

f,_ C2 - f,CI----------------
fzC2 -I- t»,

where ft Cl and &C2 are the acoustic impedances of the liquid

and the solid, respectively.
At the Rayleigh angle ,however,a vei:« complex me ehanLam is involved

which determines the percentage of energy reflected from the surface.

When this parameter is measured at different frequencies an indication

of the best testing :frequency caIlbe obtained. Most materials appear to

have some frequency at which mostlof the energy is converted to the surface

wave. At frequencies above and below this value it seems that the

conversion factor is loweri Therefore,it is useful to discover this

frequency of least reflection, for the material under test.

The ajvantages of this test method are:-

(a) Since the ultrasonic beam is localised, tests can be

conducted over the whole area of the specimen. Local

Burface properties can be detected.

(b) A greater accuracy over short d i etance s is obtained using

this method than with the"through transmission"method.

This is because the surface wave velocity in a localised
area is measured at the critical angle.
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(c) Because the immersion mode of testing is employed,easy and
consistent couplLng is obtained be tween traneducc r and

specimen.

3.1.4

'I'hi.e jiS the method of surface wave testing employed in this

investigation. It is a modification of the reflection method whereby

one transducer is used as a transceiver. The method was first reported
by Rollins~2 (see fig.3.4). The angle of incidence is measured and,aa
before,the surface wave velocity is calculated.

The reasons for choosing this 'method were:-

(a)

(b)

A quick and easy method of testing was required, and,
,

In this method only one transducer is use~

therefore, the piob lem of transmi tterand receiver

transducer alignment is avoided. '

,

Introduction

In 1885 Rayleigh93proposed to investigate the
behaviour of waves upon a free surface of an infinite homogeneous

isotropic elastic solid,their character being such that the disturbance

is co,,.finedto a superficial layer of thickness comparable to a

wavelength. This case was analo.gouf-Jto deep water waves, the difference

being that the potential energy depended upon elastic resilience instead
of gravity.
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Lamb94 conducted analytical studios on an elastic sphere from whi.ch

Rayleigh's work was a special case. Rayleigh deduced that at the surface

of an infinjte solid the particles described elliptical orbits in the plane

normal to the surface and parhllel to the direction of propagation.

He propoacd that theso surface waves played an important part in

eartriquakes,It was obaerved that. these waves are nond ispersive,and tLeir
amplitude decays exponentially with depth.

It was also shown that the propagation velocity was slightly

nlower than that for bulk shear wuves. this type of surface wave is

called the Rayleigh wave.

M.ost of the studies on surface W1!ves were Ilade by seismologists,

e.g. Ewing et a195 and it was only recently that lTiktorov97 considered

the possibility of using ultrasonic aur f aca waves for flaw detection,

where bulk waves are not suitable. 'I'headvent of mdcr-owave acoustics

ha$~ stimulated large scale research in the phys~cs of elastic surface

waves. Other types of waves a.rethe "Generalized surface 'I'[ave"(Tursanov98),
d L '101) . d' 11100an ave wavestLove . Recently 11m an r~rne have used such

terms as "leaky surface \iBVeS" or Ilpseudosurface waves" to describe

special tipes of waves. Other workers tref. 102 to 105) have contributed

to the study of these wave s,

~et us consider wave propagation on nn infinite solid medium.

(see fig.3.5).
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Assume that:-

(8,) The medLum is i.Dotropic,clastic and homogeneous.

(b) ~'hc uave is a plane harmonic wave propagating in the x dLrect ion ,

(c) Stres}) no r mal to the surface is zero ,.and c; tress in the plane

of wave propagation is zero.

Under bhe s s concHt:i.ons a lbylei.gh\-lave can exist. The displacement

vector of this I'1aV0 vIill be u ::: U i + u j + uk. vlhere,x y z

u == u expj (wt+e>;), u - ~,J'o expj ( wt+p), u ::: U 8XP.j (wt+o); and c< ,f{, andx xo y z zo r
o are relative phase angles.

'the fo!"ce on the medium can then be wrLt ten as:-

CnV¢ + C44'VXlj! == fil
where:-

....................•............. 3.1

Cll == ~+ 2" ' and C44 =,p.
~ == The tensile strain in the medium. i.e (v, u)

'f' == The shear strain in the medium. i.e (\7x u)

f ::: Density of the medium.

Expanding equation 3.7, and equating terms, the following two terms are

derived.

......................... 3.8

It follows therefore that the particle displacement is made up.of two

parts i.e.

. .

Assume ~ A -qz j(kx-wt)
y; == e Cl

W B -sz j(kx-wt)
T = e e

and ,

.... · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.10

where q and s are damping factors in the z plane for ¢ and if respectively.
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Considerinr; the condition when () --O. In ..,ave number- t orma ,aIt or. xz

substituting equation 3.9,we r;et:-

() rr = 2}lkq¢ + 2Jlk2~ + 2)ls2tjJ. then,
Xl>

¢ :::-(~:_:_~2)r .
2kq

3.11

Substituting 3.10 and 3.11 into 3.9, the f'oLl.owj.ng equat Lcns f'or the

"lave ampli tudes are denf.v ed , vi z,

. . . . .. 3.12

uz

These are the Rayleigh wave amplLbude a ,wh Lch can be seen to decay with
depth. If there are losses in the solid they will also decay with distance

in the ~ direction of propagation.

It can also be seen that the total particle displacement·

describes an elliptical orbit whils t the wave s travel along the sur rr-ce ,

It has been calculated that the ellipses change direction of rotatiop
ata depth of approximately 0.2 wavelengths(AR). The rotation becomes
anticlockwise beyond this depth. (see fig 3.8). The eccentricity of the

ellipse is a function of the depth from the surface and the Poisson's

ratio of t:le solid.

Fig3.6 is a plot of the calculated values of u and u .Thesex z
are normalized to displacement amplitude on the surface. It can be seen

that Ux becomes negative at approximately o.2AR• It also demonstrates

th~t about one wavelength deep in the solid the vertical axis of the

ellipse is only about 0.2 of its maximum val.uo just below the surface.
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Fig}.? is a plot of the stress distribution in the layer of the half

space, in l'lhichthe wave propagates. It shows how at the surface 0-zz
and er- are zero. Both these two eraphs are useful to demonstrate thexz

fundamental theory of surface wave propagation.

Fig.3.8 gives a picture of particle motion below the surface.

It ahows how the ellipses change directions and how the particle d iapl a-
cement amplitude d~cays with depth.

For the condition when the stress normal to the aurf'ace 0- is~z
zero, the Rayleigh wave equation can be derived.

In wave number terms the stress ()zz can be written af' ter substi t.ut ing

equation 3.9 as:-

Substituting eqn.3.11 into this equation the characteristic equation

of the Rayleigh wave can be derived. i.e.

................ 3.13

Viktorov9? gave the transformation of this equation. The result was:-

where:-
and

This is called the Rayleigh equation • The approximate solution of this

equation is given by Bergmann10? and Viktorov108 i.e.

0.87 + l.l2V.

i+v.
where 'tJ is the Poisson's ratio of the material.:r .

.............. 3.14

nRran·ges·fromO.87 to 0.96 for Poisson's ratio of 0 to 0.5. This

is the range of ,Poisson's ratio for most materials.,"
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3.2.1 Theory of critical angle rcflectometry

It follows from tho general theory of surface waves given in

the previous section that surface waves can propagate at a boundary

between a solid and a liquid. In this case the vacuum Ls replaced by

a liquid.

Consider Fig.3.9. A dilato.tional wav e is transmitted in a liquid
towards a liquid-solid boundary . .Assume that:-

(a) The liquid layer is semi-inf'inite,and is a perf'cct fluid.

(b) The solid layer is semi-infinite,perfectly elastic,

isotropic, and homogeneous.

Then at the interface, the energy in the dilatational wave will be used

in' general , for generating a longitudinal and a shear wave in the solid.

The remainder of the energy will be reflected.

Atthis:boundary:'the phase velocities of all three waves are

, or

kfx= kTx,~·kI.x

',~f"S~n,ef =,kT"SineT= kL Si~eL""''''''

This is thefsam~ 'as- Snell"s law. ef. is the,an~le of incidence in the'
t' .J' .<-, "c

flUid·~.~T ?od el~'a~~'angl~s ..of refraction for the shear and the

~Origtit~dinaIwaveS"in the solid respectively.

angle, of, incidence. is varied, the energy reflected from

th'e-~surface of'; \h~ solid, if measured,will follow a plot as given in
" . i_:~('1c:'\~" _-:,..< '
Fig't3.10. Thiap16t' is ..called a goniogram. The goniogram shown here

-,$ .' "ii", :"'," --,},';¥-'>:' ,." , ,

iis.:.for'; a~wat~r"::'ste~iJ,interface~ As can be seen there are three main
r ,~,_,;~, :',",", ,_-, ._,

";.i~Jtur~'s::in
~-' ~" .
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(a) There is an angle where the di La ta t Lonel wave in the solid

Lo at grnzinc; incidence. '1'110 amp'litudo r c aches a pe ak , and

thcor~tically all the energy is reflected back into the

water. The cri tical angle of the dilatational wave in the

solid is calculated from eqn.}.15,thdn:-

or
6:iL

kL SingO

= Sin-l _~! : Sin-l-!:~
CL 6.u

~ 15° for water/steel.

- ......•.. 3.1~;

(b) There is an angle where the shear wave becomes critical,
and a peak: is observed on the goniogram. This shear criticality

can be derived also from eqn.3.l5,then~-

. '

, or
,...Si -1 1.5
- n 370 ............ 3.1'1

~ 300 for water/steel.

(c) Immediately beyond this .point there is an angle where mode

conversion takes place at the boundary. Most of the incident

energy in the dilatational wave in the fluid,is converted

into a surface wave. This angle is only slightly greater

than the shear criticality angle, because the surface wave

veloci ty is only slightly less than the shear wave velocity'.

This is represented by, a sharp dip in the goniogram. Beyond

this point, the energy is recovered to a high value.

,The surface wave cri tical angle or Rayleigh angle can
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be deriv8d again from eqn.3.15. thcn:-

or
•••..•...•..•.•..•...••. :5. ]_8

an approximate value of eR is normally used when only the poisson's

ratio and the shear wave velocity of the material are known. i. e.

eR ':::: nR CT, '"TherenR is as given in eqn,3.14.

Then eqn3.l8 above can be wri tten as:-

. -1 Cf
eR = S~n ---C- •••••.•....•..•.•...••• 3.19

nR T

-- S. -1l.n _!!.2_ "!: 32.5c for water/steel.
O.95x3.0

.At this angle the surfa.ce.waves propagated are called "Leaky" Rayleigh

waves. They are called "Leaky" because they radiate energy into the

fluid as they propagate along the surface of the solid. They are

attenuated more thrm free surface waves,and are propagated along the
surface over shorter distances.

The theoretical explanation given for this type of wave is that

the wav() number is complex, which represents a wave which is radiating energy

into the liquid as it propagates along the surface. As in the previous
section, a characteristic equation can be derived for this type of

interface, the previous one being for a vacuum-solid interface. The

characteristic equation for this liquid-solid interface is similar to

that" for the vacuum-solid interface "except that the effect of the fluid
is taken into consideration.
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The equation,which was derived by Viktorov97 is:-

2 (2 2)4k qs - s + k .................. 3.20

This e qurvt Lcn has only one real root co rr-eapond Lng to a surface wave

travelli~g along the boundary of the interface. The expression leads
to a complex value for the wave numtu'\~d of trw ,;Ul'f;:1CO \1:ci.Vcs.

A new method of analysing different types of :interface wa.s

recently devised by Olinerl09. He presented analogous electrical networks

for many types of interface and compared them with the analytical results

given by Viktorov.97 His results were similar to tho~e.of Viktorov.

The reflection factor---------------------
At this critical angle,the reflection factor has to be taken into

consideration. Becker and RichardsonllO did some theoretical analysis

and deduced that the reflection factor c an be wr Ltten as:-

2 .' C~2 X' '( P, ell Sin012
Cos 2~ + --- Sin2U Sin20 + -----------

22 C2 12 22" C Si
12 /l. 12 n 11 ....... 3.20= --------------------------------------------

P, ell Sin~12-----------
Ii e12 SinOn

where:-
Z111 = incident wave amplitude.

= reflected wave ampl i tude.

angle of incidence of .longit.udm a'l wave in water.
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~ 12 ::: angle of refraction of the lOl1{;it ud in al .-;ave in the e oLi d ,

~22 angle of rcfractioa of the shear 1-UNe in the solid.

C - 101l[,;. Lu·:l:in:tl wave veLoci ty in the liquid,11

C12 = lonGitudinal - wuve velocity in the aolid.

C - she~r wave velocitJ,r in the solid.22

If. the test frequency jf) varied and the reflection factor at the crtt i caj

mgle measured, there ldll be a frccluency where the reflection is a
" F' 3 19 ' 1 t d t u' h d d B k 110. ,manamum, l.g.. 1.8 ap ...ot ue 0 11C ar son an ec er shovi ng

theoretjcal and experimental values for a water-stainless steel
interface.

SC~OChlll reported that at the ~ritical angle of incidence

Rayleigh wave travels along the boundary on the surface of the solid

before emerging again into the liqUid. (see Fig.,.12); Schoch calculated
the value of this"skip distance"to be:-

where:-

"Pf
Ps
q

= wavelength in the liquid.

= density of the liquid.

= density of the solid.
CT 2

=(C---) where Crn d 1
L .a. and CL are shear an .ongitudinal waves.

velocities in the solid.
C'l' 2

=(B=-) where Cl is the velocity of the loneitudinal wave.
1

r

in the liquid.
(eT 2

= ---) ",here CR is the velOcity of the Rayleigh wave in theCR
s

solid.
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The derivation of this equation is given in Appendix(5). lor a water-

aluminium interface ~ was calculated to be 24.4A.

Recen t.lyhovev er it was ohserved by Curtis 112 that it appears

that the reradiatecl wave mentioned before NaS interfering wit11the

reflected wave,and so giving an uneven distribution of intensity -ocross

the wavefront.

Due to this intereference he found that the highest intensity

in the wavefront (water-glass interface),was not on the axis of the
receiving transducer,but some distance away.(see fig.3.l2).

'l'lisphenomena could be the "skip dista.nce" mentioned by Schoch~ll

The phenomenon was demonstrated by Curtis using Schlieren

photographs. A microdensometer plot made by Curtisll2across the wavefront

'B kh k'k .114 hre ovs .].h s t eory for non-attenuative waves could not predict it. ,

of the reflected wave at the critical angle is shown in Fig.3.l5.

As can be seen the peak optical density is not on the axis of the

receiving transducer.

Pnase change at critical angle----------------~-------------
I d 110 tha't at the t 1t has been reporte cri ica angle there is a

phase change of the received energy at the Rayleigh trough.It w8ssugecsted

that if this phase qhange could be meas.ured,then very early changes in

material properties can be detected .•l!'ig.3.14i8 a curve showing this change
at the critical' angle.

'U~trasbn5.c cri tical aigLe reflcctometry was f'ound to be useful for

the measuring of changes in surface and near surface. properties of materia.ls.
," .' <; ;

, .~
The existence of this critical angle was found experimen tally( fig.3.16 ~
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The effect of plGstic strain was studied. Brass in two stat~s ~as

r:l8H"'Ured, It ViIlS found that El. frequency of 151'iHz eave the Lowes t r e f'Le c t i.on ,

Higher r-ef'Lect lons were obtained at 25 and 4511Hz. This Has for the"as

r eceived " s t ate, For trw 60?b cold Tolled brass, the I'rcqucn cy Vlb:ich gr,ve

the Lowe st reflection was 65I;ilIz.The reflected ampli t.ud.e increased as the

frequency \'H1S lowered. 'I'h e cri tical angle increased wjth frequency.

Another interesting phenomena ,'lasobserved ,.;hen;neasurements

on the Has received" brass parallel and perpendicular to the rolling
directions. Measurements were also m~de for cold rolled brass. They

showed a 5 degree difference. in cri tical angle for the cold rolled brass

but only a 25mins difference for the "as received"brass.

The reflection dip is a1so dependent upon localised cold \wrking
i

like grinding or milling. Even hand polishing has an effect, on the critical

angle. Whf>n steel (4340) was heated to above the austenizution temperature

and then quenched in oil, there was no reflection dip at the frequency of

least reflection for the "as receivedl1specimen. This was ai.miLaz' to what
Papadakis121,122 reported on the attenuation characteristics for bulk

waves in martensite formed by quick quenching from above the austenization

temperature.

Rollins123 studied single crystals of ccppe r and reported on the
pseudo surface wave 1?0 l"leasuringthe cri tical angle ,in the (100) direction

of the crystal one dip was observed in the reflection goniogram. This was

the Rayleigh angle. However for a plane of incidence 300 to the (100)

direction two dips were observed. The angle for the excitation of the
pseudo surface wave was lower. ,This means that the velocity of the pseudo

surface wave was lower than that for the Hayleighwave.
PoLy cryst al.Li.necopper was also studied.Cri tical angles for various

atates of cold rolled copper were measured.From these measurements the
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surface wave velocities wer'ecalculated. Fig.3.17 shows how the surface

wave veloei ty varies with angle from rolling direction for different

states of cold roll. An attempt waa made to explain the cause of the

velocity change. It was concluded that the ehange was due mainly to

orientation, since studying an isotropic matcrial\.aluminium) the veLoci ty

change was very small due to cold rolling. Eighty percent cold r·oll
caused only 0.5% change in surface wave velocity. Copper becomes very

anisotropic when rolled. The velocity variations were compared wi th
resul ts obtained for single crystals124 and were found to be similar.

The other that was studied is the manner in which the velocity
changes \-lithfrequency i3 ahO',111Ln fig.3.l8. The only consistent trend

observed was that in all cases,velocity fell off with frequency.

The amplitude of the reflection dip waS measured at different frequencies.

(see fig.3.19).

Ro1linsl25 used the reflection method to evaluate the elastic

constants of isotropic and slightly anisotropic materials. He compared

results for Young's modulus in titanium rolled plate with stress-strain

results and found good agreement. Curtisll2 reported on experimental

work done for a liquid-polymer interface using the critical angle method.
He showed that for certain liquid-solid interfaces. the longitudinal
peak is very clearly defined,whereas the Rayleigh trough is very

ill-defined. The shear peak was not well defined. ~e also reported
that the resin richness of epoxy resin matrix could b~ e~timated using

·the reflection method.



CHAP.rEI<. 4

Dl~SIGN OF THl~ UL'rllASONIC GONIOHErl~t,H.-----------------------------------

Introducti.on

The corner reflection technique described by Rollins92 was used

to excite the surface waves. JvIanyfactors had to be taken into

consideration when designing this type of Goniometer. A reflector bloek

was used to return the signal to the transducer. Therefore,the
complemen t of the critical angle of the reflector block had to be far

removed from the critic)al angle of the specirnenbeing tested.

A typical goniogram for a water-steel interface using this type

of goniometer can be seen in Fig.4.l. The reflector block used is made

of stainless steel. Observe the two cri tical angles i. e. specimen and
reflector block. The first· trough 'is at the critical angle of' the spec Lmen,

e.nd the other one is at the complement of the critical angle of the l:Jlock.

rrhe surface of the reflector block had to be Levc l so. as to pz-eveuf

scattering of the incident waves.
With the goniometer the immersion mode of testing was used.It was

thus important that the temperature o;f the fluid remained constant.

'l'emperaturecontrol was necessary so that repeata bili ty of measurements is
not-affected by variations in acoustic velocity in the coupling fluid •

.\- There \-T,as al so the problem of transducer near and far-field

in this type of testing. This determined the distance between the
transducer and the test object.

Another problem was that of corrosion when water was used

as the liquid medium. Another problem .waa vtna t.. of. tr.ansducer ali;gnment.
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The axis of the transducer had to be in line with the corner,end using

the corner as centre,the transducer had to be able to rotate through

90 degrees,at a fixed radius and height.

Since the test specimen had to be mounted behind the reflector

block,the problem of specimen mounting had to be solved. Additionally,
it wout d have been very useful if the specimen could be rotated in order

to launch surface waves along different directions on the surface of

the specimens. The width of the specimens had to be traversed and
accurate measurements of the depth of testing had to be obtained.

A drawing of the whole system used can be seen in Fig.4.2. The system

description is as follows. A pulse generator was used to pulse a

continuous-wave sinusodial oscillator. This gave an output as shown in
the figure. This signal was passed to the transducer via a 25dB variable

attenuator. The echu received from the specimen via the reflector block

the echo pulse was viewed in detail. A photograph of the whole system

was amplified then displayed on an oscilloscope. In the "delayed" sweep

can be seen in Fi_g.4.3.

General

The ultrasonic goniometer was designed by the author, (see appendix 4),

and built in the University workshops. A photograph of the goniometer

in its final form can be seen in Fig.4.4.
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As can be seen the reflector block, the vertical guides and vertical

drive were made of stainless steel. All other parts of the goniometer

were made of brass. Facilities were provided for varying:-

t8.) The depth of measurement.

(b) The distance between specimen and transducer.

tc) The angle of incidence.

ld) ,The type of reflector block.

te) The orientation of the specimen.

Also there was continuous control in the z direction and in the angle
of orientation of the specimen. A vernier scale was included for accura.te

reading of the main scale. The reflecting surface was highly polished

for high frequency measurements.' In order to obtain constant dilatational

wave velocity in the liquid,a temperature controller was used. A stepping

motor was used in some experiments to drive the transducer holder and

arm over the top plate. Rollers were fitted to .che transducer holder and

arm so as to facilitate easy movement on the surface.

A depth gauge was fitted to measure the depth of testing. The

gauge indicated the exact position on the specimen being examined along

its width. The reflector drive was 15 threads per inch and the gauge
read 0.1 revolution. It was therefore possible to locate any position

+ -'3on the spec1mento about - 7xlO in.

4.2.1 The reflector block

There were three design considerations in designing the reflector

block.
(a) The surface roughness of the reflecting surface must be

,negligible.
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(b) The critic~angle of the block should be far removed from

the critical angle of the specimefi.

(c) The block should be made from a non-corrosive material.

For consideration (a),a frequency of lOOr.1llz ioTasconsidered as being
the highest usable frequency. Surface Toughness pernrissi bLo at this

frequency was calculated. At this frequency the wavelength in steel is

approximately 30P.lll(eT 7 3000m/sec.). Therefore for the surface

roughness(S) to be less than one wdvelength,it should satisfy the

condi tion -15pm 6 S l!O; +15}lill.The surface of the block was polished to get

a good surface finish. (see Fig.4.5). A plot of the surface Toughness

of the block used can be seen in Fig.4.5{a).

For consideration (b),a block made of brass was first designed •.

Figs.4'6and 4.7. are results for different types of interfaces using

the brass block. On Fig.4.7 a plot due to Rollinsl26for a water-alr..minium

interface is superimposed. As can be seen from the graphs, the complement

of the critical angle of the brass block was too close to the critical

angle of the specimen. Since most of the tests were to be done on steel

or similar specimens it was decided to use a duralumin block. There was

a problem of corrosion with this block however, and finally a stainl~ss

steel block was l..sed. The critical angle
C

o· -1 f ( .32 calculated from eR = Sin c-- see
R

of steel is approximately

eqn.3.18). ef is the velocity

of the dilatational wave in the water, and CR is the velocity of the

surface wave in the specimen.

Corresponding values fromBrad-fieldl27 are, C~l500m/sec for water,

CIf1964m/sec for brass, CR-;:::'2700m/secfor et.e eL, The approximate value for

the cri tical angle for brass is 510 and the complement of this anglo is
o39 • Therefore when testing steel this angle is not far removed from
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, '

Fiq.4·S(4)ShoWlltj fur/ace. roughness af corner ref/~,f()r

. block (sfain/e!5 steel) (To/era.r"~= t/5)"IH)
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the critical angle for st~el(-:::'32o).'I'h e corresponding value for the

critical angle of stainless steel is also about 32° and the complement

of this angle is 580 wh Lch is far removed from the cri tical aug I.e of

the specimens' being tested (See fj_g.4.8: and 4.9).

- ' ...... ". "

T.he problem of corrosion was solved by using the stainless steel

block and by very frequent changing of the water in the tank.

4.2.2

Using the junction of the reflector block and the specimen as

centre,a scale marked in degrees was calibrated on the top plate of the

goniometer: (see ~'ig.4.4). A verni.er scale was designed to an accuracy

of 0.1 degrees. Additionally the digital depth gauge WaS designed to

_ an. accuracy of :t 7xlO-3ins ( 0.l80mm ). A pos t tion indicator(Fig.4.10j,

was designed for calibrating the depth gauge, and for setting up the

axis of the transducer holder,with the corner of the specimen and

reflector block. A 450 "set screw" was used to locate the transducer

arm in position. (!3~1? l!'ig.4.4).

The specimen holders were designed so that they could hold th~

specimen firmly against the back of the reflector block,and also so

that rotation \dll be possible in the vertical plane.· Therefore when the

specimens are mounted in the holder,and fastened on to the back of the

block,tAB~could be conduc~ed through go degrees on the specimens.
Fig.4.11 shows photo~raphs of the specimeris mounted in their holders.
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Fig.4.12 Inside view of the Ultrasonic Goniometer.----------------------------------------



Specimens of different shapes and thicknesses had to be t es t ed

therefore different holders had to be designed for each type of specimen.

The holders were all made of brass and their centres of rotation coinci ri ed
with the centre of the edge of the refle~tor blbck. Fig.4.12 shows the

inside of the goniometer with a specimen mountcj at an angle in its

holder. Fig.~.13 shows the rear of the reflectoi block with a specimen
mounted in its holder.

4.3 The medium

~he me.dium used for propagating the dilatational wave was water. This

choice was made because:-

(a) The velocity of the dilatational wave in water is such

that when testing most metals, the critical angle of

incidence is real and positive. The required condition

for mode conversion in immersion testing is that the

velocity of waves in the liquid should be very much lower

than the shear wave velocity in the solid.

(b) Water is easy to aquire and dea: with.

It is well ,known 127that the velocity of dilatational waves in
128water chang~ with temperature. The density also changes with temperature.

Fig.4.14 shows this velocity varies with temperature. Superimposed on

this is a graph showing how the measured critical angle chang'ea.with

temperature, after the temperature had been controlled to within 0.01 deg.C.
'Another graph Fig.4.15 shows the change in measured' critical angle when
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the temperature :l_scontrol1cd to I'lithill 0.1 dee.C.

A theoretical analysis was done to ascertain the effect on the

measu.red critical angle due to temperature changes. 'rho r eau.lt of this

ana.lysis is shown below.

r!;h~Q.!:ilii£~1:.._~~~!l~!~_~!_!~e_~ffects on measured critical angle- ---------------------------------
due to changes in temperature.-----------------------------

Basically from Snell's law (see eqn.3.18),

where e - e- R the Rayleigh angle.

C1=Dilatational wave velocity(Cf).
CR= Surface wave velocity.

therefore:-

.......... 4.1

The expression above says that both the changes in Cl and CR
temperature should be taken into account. From Bradfield127

per deg.C~n the region of 20°0.

Also from the same source, for Titanium at 20°0, CR _ 2958m/sec,

due·to
de
-c~:. .002

and e (calculated) = 30.08 degrees. Additionally the apparent

temperature coefficient of elasticity was given as -0. 080/oc. This value

is dependent upon the extent of preferl'ed.orientation and hardness.
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Assume that the material is ne arLy isotr-op:Lc,and neglr;:cting the coef'facien t

of linear expansion, the apparent temperature coefficient will be the s ame

as the true temperature coefficient. The given value of temperature

coefficient of elasticity is for the shear modulus and a similar figure

is a~sumed for the bulk modulus. Approximately similar results127were

given for the temperature coefficient for the two Noduli for different

materials. This value of temperature coefficient is the only one given
in the literature.

11- p. = shear modulus of the solid.Now since CR
,...;. where:-,_,

t = denSity of the solid.
then

dCR ,... 1 ~E_ if the change in denSity of the-C~ "2- }l,

of the material can be neglected.

or dCR,." 1-C~- 2 (-0.080) .~ -0.40 per deg.C

Substituting these values in equation 4.1 we get:-

= 0.0463 per deg.C

e on the right hand side of the equation was in radians and the val~e'

of Cl was taken as 1482.66m/sec.
f l'> 300In the region 0 Q =

~e = 30x 0.0463 = 1.4 degrees per deg.C

or de = 0.14 degrees per 0.1 deg.C

oThis means that if the bath temperature varies by 0.1 C the error

generated in the measuring system is 0.14 angular degrees.The resolution

is 0 •.1 angular degrees, so that temperature control to within +0.01 °c was

conSidered necessary to reduce temperature dependent errors to 0.014
angular degrees.
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Consider the error in e due to the variations in Cl with depth

of testing.

where:- k = the bulk modulus of the liquid.

f = the denAity of the liquid.

therefore

I¥--2p ............... 4.2

since p =
1
ii and df = therefore eqn.4.2 becomes:-

.............. 4.3

If we assume a depth of 200mm and a value of dh equal to lOOmm the maximum

variation in the system, then the change in Cl will be negligible.

Therefore it is thu~ seen that the error in e due.to finite depth

variations can be neglected.

Distance consideration----------------------
All ultrasonic probes have a radiation field pattern

compri~ing of t~o energy zones i.e.la) the near field (Fraunhofer zone)

and Cb) the far field ( Fresnel zone ). Usually in immersion testing

the far field region is used vThere the beam is "l-lelldefined.

Sometimes however it is not possible to use this region because

the'acousticpath lengths at high frequencies will be too large

thus giving rise to excessive attenuation. Fig 4.16 shows



142
the acoustic pressure versus distance plot for a probe. The

(y+)expression used for calculating the maxiwa
m

and the minima (y~)
ill

are shown below (see McElroy129).
If a = the diameter of the crystal and,

A::: the wavelength,then these intensities can be Ylrtten 88:-

yrli = _1~=:_~~~~_!_~L=
4A (2m + 1)

where ill - 0,1,2,3 ....

Ym
2m,\ where m = 1,2,3,4·,......= -----------

In water A 2« a the equations can be r-educed to simp1SI" forms.

The recommended region for immersion testing is the region
to y+o Although the author w.as aware of this consideration, it was

decided to use a convenient test distance which will give a good

reflection. The distances used can be seen in the table below. The

nearest maximum and minimum points were calculated to indicate respective
positions along the axis.of the probe.

---_._---------------------------------------------------------~-------
Frequency

MHz
Wavelength in Test distance Calculated (mm)

water (mm) used tmm) Nearest Nearest
minimum maximum----------------------------------------------------------------------

2 0.75 go Y~= 67 + goYO=

5 0.3 60 Y;= 56 + 67Y2=

10 0.15 60 Y6= 55 + 61Y5==

15 0.1 60 Y9= 56 +Y8= 59
25 0.06 40 1;f 40 +Y20 42

----------------------------------------------------------------------
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The crystal dismeter used was 10mm. Using these distances the required

reflection was obtained. All the probes used t!1roughout the work were

acquired commercially, except for the 2511lliz probe which ''/D.S manufactured
by the author. H.ollins92 used a 16mm crys t e.I to generate frequencies

from 15 to 8511Hz without changing the test distance.

For good beam directivi ty(lec>3 than 50 spreading angle) a crystal

diameter to frequency ratio is r ecommend ed to be 20. The table bel.os

shows the actual ratios used in the experiment.

Fre qilenoy(MHz) 2 10 15 25
13.3 33.3 59 100 167

Although these were not the recommended valuea,there are no reasons

to believe that a large spreading angle will alter the quality of the
results obtained.

123 110Many workers ' have reported on beam spreading at low

frequencies. ~o problems were reported when using higher frequencies.

4.3.5 Beam deviation

If the crystal in the probe is not mounted square with the axis

of the transducer,the radiating energy could leave the probe at an angle.

Fig.4.17 shows a similar type of beam becoming incident on the corner

reflector. Let ~ be the angle of deviation, then ~ has a limiting value.

If ¢is large, then no energy will be reflected back into the transducer.

For small values of ~ howaver,only part of the transducer will be active.

The remainder of the reflected Bignal will be lost in the flUid. Therefore
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the problem of beam deviation does not affect the quality of the resu.lts

obtained. A tool was designed to ensure that during mouuting,the axis

of the transducer bisects the 900 angle made by the specimen and the

reflector block.

As mentioned in section 3.2.1, the skip distance is important
in the measurement of critical angle. lritwo-probe testinglFig.3.12) the

transducer is sometimes shifted laterally a distance!::.given by eqn , 3.22.

R' h d d - k 1102C ar son an ~ec er displaced the receiving transducer by this

value in their exper:imental work.

Using the corner reflector however, as was used in this wOlk

skip distance(beam displacement) has different implications because

only one probe was .used, Oonsider the energy leaving the right hand

side of the probe.(see fig.4.l8). The waves becomLng incident at the

reflector block will be reflected 1800 out of phase with the incident

~beam.Theythen become incident at the specimen where some of the
energy is directly reflected. Assuming that the waves skip along the.

surface by a dis tance 11, then it is very likely that it will miss
the transducer after leaving the surface. Because the skip distance

is proportional to the wave length,larger skip distances occur at lower

frequencies.

Waves leaving the left hand side of the transducer (see fig.4.l9),

will become incident on the specimen, .and a part of this wave will be

directly reflected, via the reflector block. The remainder of the energy

will skip the distance A then em~rge to become incident on the reflector
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block. On reflection, this wave NUl be out of pn ae e with the directly

reflected beam. Therefore, destructive interference w iLl, take pl ace

between the hTO waves, which v;ill increase the depth of the t rougn

measured a t the cri tical angle, ba c'ause less reflected energy will

reach the transducer.

4.4 The transducers-----------_.---

The transd.ucers used for all frequencies except 25 MHzwere

commercial immersion type longi tudinal probes. The crystals in the

probes ,..ere acoustically backed with tungsten loaded araldi te.

'I'he 25 MHzprobe 'ias manufactured by the author. Manufacturing details

can be seen in Appendix 1. A photograph of the probe can be seen in

Fig.4.20.

J....,') .. ,,\J : ..... *:i-'~ ... ':',......, ". .' (,,_
,'. ," r~\;,~'~.;$;" t ..~. ' • "

/

Fig. 4.20 Photograph of manufactured probe.--------------------------------
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CHAP'.rEH 5

ELEC'l'ROH le nJS'l'RU;'1BNT;~TION

Introduction

The block diagram of the electronic system is shown in Pig.5.1.

It was decided to use pulsed continuous ~laves to excite the transducer
instead of a pulse which has so many unwanted frequency components.

The pulse had to be long enough to simulate quasi-continuous wave
conditions.

The astable mul tivibrator eave a pulse repetition frequency of

1 to 3 kHz. This in turn drove a monos table circuit whose output

determinel the pulse \-;idth of the test signal. Facilities were provided

for varying the pulse width from 0.5 to l5~s. ~he output of the

monos table pulsed the sinusodial oSCillator, giving the Rulsed continuous
waves. Additionally the output of this monos table circuit could be u~ed to

trigger the first monostable circuit on the receive side.(see appendix G).

The echo received from the surface of the specimen was amplified in ~he

receive amplifier then displayed on the oscilloscope.

The circuit diagram of the astable multivibrator can be seen in

Fig.5.2. The pulse repetition frequency used was based on the consideration

of the test distance used. A range of possible test distances were used to

calculate the required pulse repetition frequency(p.r.f).The range

selected was 20 to l50mm. The time intervals in water were from 27 to 3JOps.
'Therefore the width of the test pulse had to'be short compared with, the

lowes t value.
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These values were calculated from t(j1.s) 2d- c; ",here d is the test

distance in mm,and ef is the velocity of the dilatational wave in

water (~1.5xl06mm/sec). A p.r.f. of L2kHz gave a time repetition

cycle of 820ps. This is greater thew any of the- hTO time intervals

given for water. It was therefore decided to use the pv r,f of 1.2kHz.

The mark to space ratio w ae varied ue ing the 50k.D..variable resistor. 'I'he

output of the astable was fed to a differentiator with a diode in

parallel to prevent any positive going signal from passing to the next

stage.

5.2 The Monostable Multivibrator----------------------------

The monostable multivibrator (Fig.5.2) was used to generate

the pulse to "key" the sinusodial oscillator. 'rhe"trigger"pulse from the

previous stage was passed on to the first transistor,a PNP,which

switches it on and switches the other transistor off, for the period

of the monostable circuit, \1hich lay vii thin the range 0.1 to 2.5p.s.
There were facilities for continuous variations of this period.

For the design it 'Was important that the output of this monos table .cLr cuf t

i.e. the gating pulse,had short rise and fall times, since this determined

the nature of the signal for exciting t.he transducer.

The signal from this -monostable ci r-cu.Lt was passed to a circuit where

it was amplified thence to two emitter followers. The emitter followers

were necessary to prevent loading of the circuit by the coaxial(75n.)

cable \'1hichwas used to pass the gating pulse to the oscillator.

The gating pulse had a rise time of lOOns an~ a fall time of 150n8.
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5.3 The sinusodial oscillator

The sinusodial oscillator can be seen in Fig.5.3. A F.E.'l'(El'li'103)

was used in this oscillator. It was a Hartley oscillator and different

frequencies were generated by switching ranges. A changeover switch was

used to increase the frequency range. Pr'equency ranges Here 1.5 to 3;.]}-l.z,

3 to 5MHZt 10 to15HHz, 15 to 201·1Hz, 25 to 30rlliz and 30 to 35MHz. A

variable capacitor(18pF) was used to cover the band of frequency in each

range. A major problem "ras encountered when trying to supply the transducer
directly from the oscillator, since the output impedance of the F.E.T in

this configuration is very high. It therefore was necessary to design a

matching circuit for the oscillator. The signal was fed through a 22pF

capacitor to a F.E.T amplifier(MPF'103). The output of the amplifier was

fed to an emitter f'oILower which used an .NPN high frequency transistor

(BLX67). The coaxial cable was then connected through a IOpF capacitor

There was then no loading of the oscillator.

The keying of the oscillator was done by using the gating pulse
to switch "hard on" a FNP transistor\2N3906),when the gating pulse was

negative. Then, no output was obtained from the oscillator since the .

source was at earth potential. For the duration of the gating pulse, when
the potential was zero, the PNP transistor was switched off and the

oscillator gave an output.

The test method used in this work \ultrasonic reflectometry)

was dependent on. a reflected pulse reaching 2 m in fmu:n, 'It .H1S therefore
necessary to ensure that all parts of the envelope followed the same
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amplitude to angle profile. If the envelope contained too many frequency

componen ts then e ach frequency component would have a different u.i nLmun:..

With this criterion under consideration it was decided to use qUHsi-

con tinuous wave s to exci te the transducers. Under these condI d.cns

the received echo envelope should contain no otheT frequency but the

fundamen tal.

A thecre tical analysis on the frequency componcnt a in a 3 eyeLe

sinusodial pulse ~H1S done by Gericb31:5? It w ...s found. that the rroqucncy

components in the spectrum were as shewn in :F'ig,5.4.It can be seen
that the amplitude of the fund allen tall.5MHz), is much higher than the

amplitude of the other components.

The author dLd sn analysis on a 2 cycle and a 5 cycle pulee

and calculated the relative amplitudes of the respective frequency

componenta.(see appendix 2) The results of the analysis cun be seen

plotted in Figs.5.5 and5.6. It can be seen that for the 2 cycle p'lllse

frequency components near the fundamental are very high in a.mplitude

whereas for the 5 cycle pulse this is not the case. In the study reported

in this thesia,pulses containing more than 5 cycles were used.
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CHAP'l'ER 6

THE SPECHlEN S

The case hardened specimens were steel specimens which were case
hardened by carburizing. They were case hardened to various dep.ths of
case hardening. Two types of material were used. These were:-

S/ZNC - (0.14 - 0.18)C,(0.lO - 0.3)Si,(0.35 - O.45)Mn,(O.015max)Ph and Su,
(1.0.- 1.3)Cr,(0.15 -0.35)Mo,(4.0 - 4.5)Ni,bal Fe.

S/ZLN - (0.1 - 0.15)C,(0.10 - 0.35)Si,{0.35 - O.6)Ivtn,~2.75- 3.25)lii,
O.3max.Cr., 0.02max. Su., O.25Ph. ,bal Fe.

. -3. )The reSRective case depths were (xlO 1n '. :-

S~N - 15,25,30,35,40,50,60 S/ZNQ - 10,13,16,21,26,41,56

Photographs of the casehardened specimens can be seen in Figs.6.1 and 6.2.
All these specimens were supplied by Rolls Royce Ltd,,Derby.

6.2 Creep specimens---------------
The creep specimens also were supplied by Rolls Royce Ltd. They were

made of two types of materials. These were Nickel alloy and Titanium
alloy,both 16 SWG(.048in .) thick.



Fig. 6.1

- .
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~,
~- - ~-- - ~

Fig. 6.2 Showing the case hardened specimens used.(S/ZNC).------------------------------------------------
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The nickel alloy was C263 Nimonic sheet metal whose chemical

composition was:-

O. 03C, O. 0?5Si, O. 2max. Cu, O. 75max. Fe, O. 4011n,20Cr, 2.15'1'1, O. 45AI, 20C;0, 5. 91'lo,

0.02max.Zr,O.OOlmax.B,0.007max.S,bal.Ni. The crystal structure was h.c.p.

The"us received" state was:- Age hardened E1t 800°C. The specimens

made from this material .ws,.esubjected to different degrees of creep.

These were:- 0, 0.33%, 0.63}; and 0.98;"0Total plastic strain (rr ..r.s).
Details of the creep test for this material are given in Appendix 3.

oThe specimens were subjected to ereep Rt. 780 C with a tensile stress

of 170Jl1N/m2• They \'lereall chemically cLeanedc to remove any film -on

the surface.

The tit~ium alloY1,lsed was titanium23.Q the composition_of which was:-

2.5Cu,0.2max.Fe,0.01max.H,bal.Ti.

The "as received" state was:- Solution treated at 805°C and stress

relieved. Specimens made from this material were subjected to different

degrees of creep. These were:- 0, 0.29, 0.79, and 0.98 Total plastic
strain. The creep tesm were conducted at static stresses af 18 to 26

Tons/ins2 (280 to 40or.ru/m2),at a temperature of 300°C. The stress was

varied to get the required extensions. The crystal structure of this
material was h.c.p below 882°C and b.c.c above 882°C. The ultimate tensile
strength of this material was about 34 Tons/ins2 (520~lli/m2).

All the specimens were heated but only three were loaded so that

any oxide skin effect will be-also present on the control specimen.

All specimens were then chemically cleaned in order to remove any film
on the surface.
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Fig. 6.3 Showing the creep specimens used.

Fig. 6.4 Showing the fatigue specimens used.
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The specimens used for fatigue were un '£i t an i.um 230 and mild. steel.

They Here 20 SvlG and can be ae en in J]'ig.6.4. Some of the t i tan.ium

specimens were flat rolled specimens designed by Holls Royce Ltd

for fatigue testing. 'l'he other titanium apcc Lmena and mild steel specimens

were designed to BS18 specification and fatigued in the University'

wor-kahopa , The .f'a t f.guf ng was at high stress levels for relatively low

numbers of stress cycles.

Oth~r materials were used for general material evaluation. They

were rolled r-ect angu Lar- bars of mild steel, brass, copper, sta.in,less steel

.and aluminium of th:i.ckness ~ in. (6. 35~m).
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CHAP'fER 7

DATA COLLECTIONAND EXPERIHEN'rAL RESUL'f.S

General

'1'he data we r e collected by varying the angle of incidence and

simultaneously observing the reflected envelope on the screen of the

oscilloscope. l!'ig. 7.1 shows hO~1this amplitude varies with angle of

incidence near the cri tical angle. \'lhen the amplitude of the envelope

was a. minimum, the angle of incidence was recorded by reading the main

and vernier scales (see Fig.4.4),of the goniometer. '1'hi8 gave the critical

, angle of incidence of the material under test •

. The gond ogr.ans were plotteli by varying. th~ angle of incidence

and recorg.iI.lg".tpe amplitude or, bhe reflee ted pulse •.

,- .i _~if

All tests were conducted under controlltd temperature conditions,

(35:t0.Ol degrees). The testing depth was kep,t constant, and the frequency

of the test signal was varied. Cri tical angles and goniograms were

measured at different frequencies and for different materials. Care was

taken to see that the axis of the transducer· bisected thE3 intersection

made by the specimen and the reflector block and a"setting up" tool

was designed for thispurpose(see Fig.4 •.10) .Also, the water in the tank
.~' .--, ._'. ,.. '_ - ....

was changed daily to avoid oor ros Ion ,
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1.1 CASEDEP'rH

1.1.1 Data collection

T11edata was collected by measuring the cri tical angles of

incidence of different specimens Hhich have been case hardened to various

depths of case hardening. The specimens were of the type given in

section 6.1. All specimens were tested at 2,4,5,12.5 and 1511Hz. The

specimens were fastened to the back of the reflector block and the

transducer arm rotated,starting from zero angle of incidence,until the

critical angle was observed.

Two types of material w~re tested(see se6. 6;l).Additionally, "

goniograms were ~lotted of three specimens of each type in the vicinity

of the critical angle.This w as done for the 2 and 4MHz test s Lgn aLa ,

7.1. 2

The results of the change in critical angle of incidence to case

depth(d) can be seen plotted in Fig.7.l.l.e"for material S!ZLN}and in

Fig.7.1. 2(for material S/~C). For both materials the results were plotted

for various ultrasonic test frequencies.

Goniograms were also plotted for all sp_ecimens at two ultrasonic

frequencies, i.e. 2 and 411Hz for different depths of case hardening

(see Figs."7.-1.3and 7.1.4).

The data were ahalysed by calculating the differences in
critical angles
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of incidence (e.- e ), '",he·re0 \':8,8 any me asured value of cri t icat angleo
and e W[J,::;: the cri tical anglo o f' the s pe ci.men r..itl! zero case d e p t r•.

o

This was plotted ver~us the depth of cuse hardcning(d). Plots can be

s e en in Fig. 7 .1. 6., for botL :J1J!t.e r i.al.s .

7.1.3 Discussion of resul to and conclusions

The results for the change in critical angle with case depth as

shown in }"igs.7.Ll and7.1.2,sho\r that Love r frequencies can detect
-greater case depth!:'.ThiB W8.S as expected from theory. It can be seen in

Fig.3.8,that the particle displaccmen~ is very small for depths below

the surface greater than one \ofavelength. Therefore, when the test frequency

is kept constan t and the case depth va.ried,there will be a condition when

any further increase in the case depth will give no further chauge in the

measured critical angle.

This condition is when the case depth(d) is approximately equal

to the lTavelength(A) of the test signal. If conditions for case depths

smaller than Aare considered, then it would be expected that ae case depth

increases the measured critical angle will change.

Consider Fig.7.1.5. For zero case depth the critical angle will

be determined by the elastic property of the parent material.i.e.

c .
-1 W'eR = Sin --- 0 ••

JGSR/f'
7.1.1
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uhere:- GSR :;:: Elastic modulus of the surface wave.

p :;:: the d ena i ty of the solid.

e :;:: the velocity of dilatational wave in the water.w

When this material is case hardened,to a depth d<AR, the value of GSR
changes bec.use the elastic modulus is now made up of the elastic modulus

of the h ardened layer and the elastic modulus of the parent material.

When d~,\ R the cri tical angle is dependent upon the elastic

properties of the case material. Also the density of the layer about
one l...avelength thick will be changed due to the case hardening.

Therefore the measured critical angle will be different.

The results plotted in Fig.7.1.1 and Fig.7.1.2 ahow that the

critical angle increases with the casp. depth. It appears that this

increase is due to the increase inde~sity in eqn.7.I.l. As case depth

:i.ncreases,the dens! ty also increases and hence the cri tical angle .l<"'or
case depths of 'about one wavelength or greater,the critical angle is the

same. This can be seen wh'en the test wavelength is dec reased sLs the
frequency is increased,the point of levelling off in the ineasl.1rQd

critical angle,is decreased. This demonstrates that lower frequencie~

can detect larger case depths.

Fig. 7.1.6. shows the relationship", between frequency and wavelength

in steel for the shear ultrasonic bulk waves. It is seen that a 2MHz siDnal
can,be used for detecting case hardening up to about 60xlO-3ins.(1.5mm).
From Fig.3.8 and the corresponding equati~n 3.12,it shows that at about

a deEth d ~ 0.8hR the particle displacements are 10' and 30 percent of

their peak values.From the results obtained it appears that for the

highest accuracy in determining the case depth,a depth of apAroximately
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O.8~R should be considered as thA surface layer appreciably diGt~rbed.

If the disturbed layer is considered as d'~ o.n\R' then it 1'0110',,8

that a 2I-1llztest sienal can detect a case depth of up to about 48xlO-3in

(1.2mm). In the graph of the results Fig.7.l.l,it appears that beyond
-350xlO ins., the cri tical angle ShOl~S a tendency to level off. Howe ver,

for the other material Fig.7.l.2, this tendency to level off was observed
at about 40xlO-3in .(lmm).

Oon si.deri.ng the other freq,uencies (see Fig. 7.1.1), a 411Hz signal
can be ussd 40 ~etect a case depth of 24xlO:~in. in steel.

-3J!'rom the graph, a depth of 30xlOin. was ob tafned ,and about the same

value in Flg.7.l.2. Therefore generally it can be sajd that ih steel4
C

for case ~epths greater than d ~ 0.8 rR(Where CR is approximately equal

to the shear wave velocity(~ 0.9 Ct).,i.e. d =(2.!.~~i222~2!2)c:: 2.16mm
per MHz.ror 86xlO-3in . per MHz!~the curve begins to saturate.

The table below shows the calculated values for the sa tur-n t i c.i

paints at different frequencies. ,

------------------------------------------------------
Frequency(MHz) 2 4 5 12.5 15

--------------...---------------------------------------
Case dep_th

xlO-3in • 43 22 1'7 7 6

-------------------- ------------------------------
From :r'j_g~. 7.1.1 and 7.1. 2,it can be seen that these figures agree

very closely with those in the table:with a few~e~ceptions which

can be accredited to experimental errors.
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A slight1y more ac curate analysis can be done to determine the depth

of CBse that can be measured before saturation takes place.i.e.

From eqn.3.l8
CR-

cw

therefore
SineR

C.
w .......... ., . 7.1. 2

whe re :- eR == the measured critical angle.
C. = the velocity of dilatational waves in wa ter.w

f = the ultrasonic test frequency.

hence d
0.8' Cw

~ --~--~- 7.1.3

This is the approximate depth of case that can be measured before

saturation takes place.

Fig.7.1.7 is a plot of (ei- eo) versus case dep~h for both

materials. For the linear regions both curves hr.ve appzcxdmat eLy the.
~ame slope, These curves can be used as calibratiort curves for the s~ecimens

made from a particular material. These curves depends up'on the accuracy

of measuring e the critical angle of the specimen with zero case depth.
o .

Alternatively also,a curve plotted for e versus d as in figs.7.l.l and

7.1. 2 can be used as calibration curves fo,r a particular material, at the
7

required frequency.

7.1.4 Application of results on case: hardening-----------------------------------------
The sensitivity of the measuring system was checked by measuring

the case depths of specimens supplied by Rolls Royce Ltd. These had case
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depths ,...hI ch wer e unkno ..m to the author. The specimens ",'ere measured

on the goniometer and the results Here comp,n.redHith the known values,

whi ch were later supplied by Holls Royce Ltd. 1'he' table be Low shove

the resul ts obtained. Haterial S/ZNC was used.

--------------------------------------. __ ._----------_ ..._----------------
Specimen Virgin H:F'886 Hl!'881 llG806 }lF882 HG805 HE969 HF[:l84

------------------------------------------------- ------------
(9. - 9 )0~ 0 o 0..6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95
-----------------,------------------------------------
d ( Pr-om curve )

xlO-3in.
o 16 21 26 33 35 40 43

---------------------------------------------------------------------
d ( True value,) 0, -3xlO in.

16 22 26 32 36 42 56

-------------------------- -----------------------------

The specimen with zero case dApth was first measured

then all the specimens having unknown case depths were measured. Using

the calibration curve Fig. 7 .1.7 values of case depths were read off

for the corresponding values of ,a. - e). As can be seen,from the table. ~ 0 •

the test method used can measur~ case depth to an accuracy of :t 2)C~O-!n.

except for specimen HF884. This however can be corrected if the calibration

curve is followed around the saturation region •.The author ini ttally,

tried to fit the best straight line thr-ough the p'oints. In the upper

region of the curve however,there was deviation from the straight line.

For specimen HF884, the value for(ai ~ aJ was 0.95 degrees. If

this value is read off by following the curve around the saturation

region, the value of case depth vhen read off 'trillbe 55xlO-3in. 'I'h i a
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then will be \-;ithin:t.2xlO-3in. as found w i t.h the other specimens.

Thus to draw anaccurnte calibration curve,specimenB of varjous

casp- depths should be measured and (9.- e) should be plotted 8EBinst1 0

case depth. 'I'heri , the best curve joining all the points should be ob t afned ,

Specimens ~f the same material with unknown case depths can be measured,

and the case depth read off for the corresponding values of (0.- e )
1 0,

from the curve.

This method of testing is suitable for ferrous and nonferrous metals
unlike thernethod used by Blitz et a13 which is suitable only for

ferromagnetic materials.This is because with this method,the specimens

are .aubj ectred to.magnetic hysteresis and the change in electrical

conduc t rvfty,magnetic permeability and size measured •..rrhis method is also

easier to apply than.that.used by Egorov2•1,in which the change in

damping of ultrasonic waves was measured. In this present study.the changes

:incritical angle are easily measured.

Care has to be taken however to use a short burst of continuous
waves when testing specimens of the same uimensions as uSed in this study.



7.2 CHEEP

7.2.1 Data collection------_._-------

The critical angles of incidence were measured for all sp~cimens.

The spe~imeB used were subjected to various degree of creepjand the

two types of materials were used as given in chapter 6. These were

C263 Nickel alloy and IMI 230 Titanium alloy. Each specimen ''I'1:1S pl ace d

in turn in the s pe c imen holder which w',as fastened to the back of the

reflector block(see fig.4.l3),and the critical angl~measured over the

whole area of the apecLmen; In some cases as many as 20 readings were.'

taken,for the Nickel alloy. The titanium alloy was more homogeneous

and it was not, necessary, to take so many readings.

Readings of critical angles werp. taken along the rolling direction

(0(= 0),45 degrees to the rolling direction(O(= 450), and go degrees to the

rolling direction(C<= 90)., {see fig. 7.2.1 )'., as obtained by rotating the

specimen holder in the vertical plane and clamping It in the desired

po s It i on ,

The readings were taken for different frequencies 5,15 and 251Wz,
and changes in amplitude of the reflected' pulse with the angles of

incidence were measured.

'l'he resul ts obtained from C263 Nickel alloy Wlrll analysed by

calculating the mean value of the measured cri tical angles ~Tl1i~ vo/u_e
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was used in all subsequent analysis. A graph of spread was plotted for

the nickel a'l Loy lse e fig. '1.2.2) for each frequency and or Lentation.

The data obtained for the ch arige in cri tical angl,c versus reflected

amplitude for the titanium alloy was analysed by considering the hi~hest

ampli tude in the measured r ange of cri tical angle as 100% and all other

values were normalised to this value.

Goniograms ',":ere plotted for the titanium alloy for all three

frequencies,and the'vatious state$_o! creep (see Figs.7.2.3,7.2,4 and

For both materials the normalised critical angle was calculated for

all specimens at each frequency and orientation. Fig. 7 .2.6 shows nov the

critical angle changes with the direction of rolling for the nickel alloy

and Fig. 7.2.7 shows the same for the titanium alloy. b'or the calculation

of the normalised cri tical angle of incidence, the cri tical angle o.f

incidence for the direction of rolling was considered as e and all6. 0
.other+v a'Iueswe re. normalised to this value.viz. e1 where e. is anyo 1

measured value of critical angle for any orientation or frequency.

Fig.7.2 ..8l shows how the normalised critical angle changes with creep

for the nickel alloy and Fig.7.2.9 shows the same for the titanium alloy.
For calculating the normalised critical angle of incidence,the critical

angle of the specimen with zero creep was considered as e and all othero

values of critical angle for any state of creep at any frequency were
I

normalised to this value. Each direction of propagation was taken ee parateLy ,'

FUrther analysis was done on the raw data to evaluate the normalised

surface wave elastic modulus. i.e.

From ~qn.3.1 Sine =
Cw where :- e == ea the critical angle.CR

Ca = the surface wave velocity.
,I"
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-------
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C = the velocity of compressional wave~ in water.w

Therefor<-;:-

Sine
cw wh::re Gsa = the elastic modulus of the S u.r f'ac e

"lav~and,

jJ - the density of the ao l Ld ,

=

Hence

••••••••••••••••••••• e· 7.2.1

Now calling the normalised surface wave elastic modulus,

where GSRO is the elastic modulus of the sp.ecimen thnt has not been

subjected to creep and GSR. is any elastic modulus of any crept specimenJ
equation(7~2.1)becomes:-

••••• 41_ ••••• t •• ,

This is the normalised. surface wav,e elastic modulus and the values for
both materials COOl be seen nlotted in Fig.7.2.a for the nickel alloy and
in Fig.7.2.9 for the titanium alloy.These are-for ·propo.gat,on alongihe rollit19

direction. The subsequent figures are for the 450and 90° from the
direction of rolling.laee fig8.7.2.10 to 7.2.13)

7.2.3 Discussion af results and conclusions-------------------------------------
From the range chart (see fig.7. 2.2) for the nickel alloy, it can

be seen that its properties vary from point to point on the surface.
From the.metallogra~ic photograph (Fig.7.2.l7),it can be seen that the \
grain size varies considerably.
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Fig. 7.2 ..17 Photograph showing the variF.1tionsin gra:i:nsizes
in C263 Nickel Alloy.



It therefon~ can be safd that the ul traeon i c goniometer can be a useful

tool for quick determination of surf&ce or near surface inhomogeneity

in materials.

The goniograms for nn 230 tj tan ium fOT 511H.zshows that there iD

little difference in the angle oX incidence versus reflected amplitude

response for specimens in different states of creep. 'l'he same CHn he

said for the other two ultrasonic test frequencies.(15 and 25HHz).

These goniograms can be seen plotted in l<'igs.7.2.3.7.2.4, and 7.2.6

respectively. What can be'said howcve r is that as frequency increai>cd thers

was an increase in the number of peaks and troughs observed in the

goniogram before the cri tical angle. A similar observation was made by

&011in892 when he measured specimens lOxlO~jin. thick. The thickness of

the specimen used in this test was 48xlO-3in.

From li'ig.7.2.6and 7.2.7 it can be seen that there is an increase

(;'

in cri t:i..calangle away, from the rolling direction in both materials.
There are more'variations in critical angle in the nickel alloy.

It follows
Cwi.e SinS =

from eq.3.l that as e increases SinB increases.

CR
and CR is the velocity of the surface wave s, Therefore the surface wave

where C is the velocity of compressional wave in wat~r,
w

velocity will decrease away from the rolling direction since there will

be preferred orientation in the direction of rolling. This will cause
anisotropy and the elastic constant \lJillbe highest in the ,rolling direction.

-The results show that the ultrasonic goniometer using ultrasonic

surface waves can reliably measure preferred orientation. Crecraftl reported

on similar sensitivity for ultrasonic bulk waves. The elastic modulus is

lowest 900 away from the direction of rolling. This can be seen in the



Graphs since clastic modu l.u s i~·) Lnve r-a e l.y pr-opo rt i.on a I to cri tical angle.

12"'"Rollins ~ results for surface wave velocity in cold rolled copper

showed Cl. similar trend.

No significant difference in the variations in critical anGle

with orientation can be observed between specimens in different states of

creep for the U1l230 titanium alloy.(fJ<:~e Fig.7.2.7). Also meaeur ement s

made at all three ultrasonic frequencies appear to follow the same pattern.

At 45° from the rolling direction at 15 and 25MHz(Fig. 7.2.7),11 difference

in the change of cri tic I'll angle vTi th different degrees of creep vias

observed. No p~ttern was observed however.

For the C263 Nickel alloy (see r'ig.7.2.6),the specimen with zero

creep showed the greatest variations of cri tical angle at 15r-mz. The
,

specimen in O.33%T.P.S. state of creep showed the highest variations at

5MHz and the specimen with O.63l~T.P.S et ate of creep, showed similar

changes at 5 and 15~mz but slightly greater change at 25MHz. What can

generally be said is that the critical ang1ej.ncreases in each case for

angles away from the rolling direction. No other distinct pattern \'la8

observed.

Considering the change in critical an~le with creep for both

materials, the graphs showing the changes are presented an such a way

that a direct comparison can be made; between the two materials. Grap.hs

are shown for all three orientation directions. Graphs for the nickel

, alloy are followed by the corresponding graph for titanium alloy. These

'can be seen in Figs.7.?.8. to 7.2.13.

It can be seen that there is a frequency effect in all the graphs.
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At 10'1'; frequencies the change in cri tical angle is very mUch ciln:lller tJ.,.ZU'l

at higher frequencies. This demonstrates that higher frequencies cau
be used to detect early changes in creep.

For the ni(;kel alloy at;each orientation the critical angle

increases to reach a peak value at about O:63;t>T,P.S.r1'11e curve then falls

off as the creep increases. 'I'hie me ana that the veloci ty of the surface
wave decreases to a rninimu:nvalue at about O.63%T.P.0.,and then increases

again at higher creep levels.

For the nH230 titanium alloy it was found that at 511Hz there

was an initial change in cri tical angle with creep then a levelling

off beyond about O.33%T.P.S. For the higher frequencies however, this

was not the case. Por the 2511Hz test signal at ex= 0,(8ee fig.7.2.9J,

the critical angle decreased toa minimum at about the same value as for

the nickel alloy. i.e. about O.63~r.p,S. After this the critical angle
increased again. A similar pattern was observed at each orientation.

The normalised surface wave elastic modulus for both materials
can be seen plotted in b'igs.7.2.8 to 7.2.13. For the nickel alloy the

elastic modulus changed very little at a frequency of 511Hz. At higher
,

frequencies the elastic modulus decreased to a minimum value at about
0.63r~.p.S. Beyond this point there was rul increase in the elastic modulus.
In some cases it was difficult to determine the state of creep which

)
gave the minimumjvalue of elastic modulus. For all orientations the trend

was- the same.

For the IMI230 titanium alloy,the elastic modulus for the-?~lliz

test signal decreased initially at O.33%T.P.S. but then levelled off as

creep increased. However for the higher freq_uencies the elastic modulus
increased to a peak value at, about 0.63%'r.p.s. then decreased as creep.:

increased. Fo!: the 25MHz signal at the 45° orientation the change in
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elastic modulus was very much greater than at 5 or l5f·lliz.It appeared

that there was a steady increase Ln elastic modulus right up to O.8~~T.P•.s.

Comparing the behaviour of the two materials it can be said that

with increase in creep the elastic modulus decreased at high frequencies

for the nickel alloy but increased for the ti t anium alloy. Bot.h ma ter ieIs

demonstrate that there is a frequency effect in the mechanisra due to creep.

Lower frequencies are less sensitive detectors of the early changes in

creep. Higher frequencies have to be used to detect early changes due

to creep.

Considering the results in general, two appr-oache s will be used to

attempt an explanation of the mechanism involved which will respond in

such a manner to ultrasonic frequencies. The approaches are:-

(a) An eAplanation in terms of dislocation theory, and,

(b) An exp~ation in terms of hardne?s and grain size.

7.2.3(1) Explanation in terms of dislocation theory------------------------------------------
Before attem~ting an explanation of the creep mechanism which

will respond in such a manner to ultr~aonic frequencies,it is app,rop.iate

to discuss the basic theory of dislocation.

The theory of dislocations will be discussed in this section
because at least a basic understanding of the mechanism will be necessary

'in order to interp;ret the results e .
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A vibra~ine string model is considered Bnd the results expected

from this model are used to di ecuss tl;e resu.lts of the present study.

Dislocations cause changes in ultrasonic wave velocity in metals.

Preferred orientation of gr-ains and of dislocations can also change the

veloei ty of these "Taves. When materials are cold worked, dislocations

become oriented in some favourable direction.

This vibrating string model was developed to explain the elastic

modulus change in metals. Readl31 suggested that the damping loss and

modulus changes observed in metals mieht arise from the motions of

dislocations. Later,calculations of the elastic constant reduction due

to dislocations was done by Mott13~ It was assumed that a dislocation

network is contained in a pure crystal,and the dislocation segments

between networks paints bow out in resp_onse to an appfi.edoscillatory

stress. The results showed that there was a reduction in elastic

constant which was proportional to the square of the dislocation segment
loop length. This was good for low frequencies. The effects of inert;ia

and viscosity of the dislocation lin~ were cpnsidered by Eshelby13?

He did not use the vibrating string model.
The vibrating string model was developed by Koehlerl?4 He suggested

that a dislocation segment can be considered as a string which vibrates

under the influence of applied external oscillatory stress. Granuto and
Lucke135 improved the model physically rindanaly.tically. Other workel's,

such as Nowickl36 and Weertmanl37 made other contributions to the model.

De vIi tt and Koehler138 studied the effect of crystal anisotropy

on the interaction of dislocations with applied stress waves as well'Rs
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the effect on the elastic constant. The model of dislocations dumping

developed by Granato and Lucke appears to be the most suitable model

available for our purposes.

The vibrating string analogy, including te~sion,vi.scous damping

and internal forces was introduced by Koehler as early as 1952. He

considered a dislocation line pinned with impurities distributed at

random. He derivf>d the equation of motion of the dislocation line for

low amplitude stresses. He also computed the damp.ing and elastic modulus

expected at low frequencies, which agreed with I10tts results. Wecrtman

was the first to give a salution of the Kc.ehLen equation for all frequencies,

for the case when all the loop lengths are equal. However,with this solution

it was difficult to consider the random distribution of dislocation and

pinning pOints or to discuss the effects of various parameters on -!;heloss.

Itwao Granato andLucke who connected all the theories to derive

a comprehensive quan tttative theo'ry Q)fdislocation on the basis of the

vibrating string model. This contained both amplitude-indep.endent and

amplitude-dependent types of loss. Two types of dislocation lines with

two types of pinning points were considered. These were firstly,nodes

in the dislocation lines,and secondly impurities and other Roint defects.

In this case the amplitude-dep~ndent loss is negliglble.

The damping and modulus change were calculated fOir all fre.quencies.

This was p~esented in a form which permit;ted a distribution of loop

lengths to be introduced and an analysis of the dependence of damping

on other parameters to be made.

D.islocation vibration effect.s on shear wave velocity-----------------------------------------------------
'-The velocity difference betw.een two shear. waves polarised parallel

and perpendicular to the axis of propagation in metals can be exp:lained



'+ f ". 1 t· ib t· 139 Th' d i.f f .1n ~ermB 0 dlS cca lon Vl ra lons. ~s l._erence 18 <.;alled the

dispersion of ahear wave birefringence. Consider the shear w ave velocity

dispersion. At the megacycle range of frequencies the dislocation

vibrations would be sufficiently damRed SQ that' the dislocation would

no longer be able to f'oll.ov.. in phase w i th the oscil.Lat ing stress end

that a dLspe rsLon will appear ..

Dislocations are pinned dolt-m by impurities and the poir t i on of

the ~ine bet\,eentwo impurity atoms oscillates back and forth on its

slip plane like a stretched string. As the ultrasonic shear stresses
are very small, it is assumed that the pinning 0:£ the dislocation is

so strong that no br-eakaway of the dislocation ne twork lengths occurs.

It is assume~ that the interactions between the dislocations can be
neglected.

"

Expressions may be derived for the relative change in velocity

from the equation of motion for the damped dislocation line. Details

are given in appendix 7. Although generally both edge and screw disloc-

ations can be present,the theory of dj_slocation damping is apRlicable

only to the effects of edge dislocaticns. The velocity change for panned

dislocation loop theory135 as a function of frequency can be written

as:-

AV
V

= ~~:_Yi~)
VD

Nb2l2= }-U _

24C

where pis the shear modulus,N is the tota:l length of the dislocation

line per unit volume.b is the Burger's vector,} is the dislocation

line length and C is the tension in the dislocation line.

is the resonant frequency of the dislocation line and d ::::;

The
B12
12C

where

term

B is the damping constant.
I)
. I
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When an alternating stress wave is introduced into the crystal,it

is found that the dislocation loops can be set into vi.bration only

when there is a shear component of the stress in the direction of slip

in a given slip plane. 'l'hereforeit is necessary to resolve' the appILed

alternating stress(which must be transverse~,firBtly into the given

slIp plane and then into the slip direction in this slip plane. This

process is carried out for all the operative slip systems(combinations

of slip planes and slip; directions) in erder to obtain the orientation

factor Q..

From the above equation the change in shear liave velocity is:-

= KJlIU 2

w2'l - - )2-------!~------ lSee appendix 7).
2 2 2 2(l-!) +wd
2Wo

Therefore it can be seen that the fractional change in velocity is

proportional to the dislocation density N,and also the orientation

factor 12. The change in velocity for the fixerl,orientation depends

on the value of the modulus for that 'p'olarisation direction,the resolved

shear stress on each of the slip systems corresponding to) the stress

distribution in the system,and on the distribution of the dislocations

over the various slip planes. Thus the orientation dependence is in

general,different for the different types of wave. The velocity also

changes due to a change in the "effective dislocation density~

. .The effects due to d1slocation motion,while directly affecting the
attenuation of the ultrasonic wave,groduce only second order change in

velocities,or difference between the velocities due to elastic strains

and velocities due to elastic and dislocation strains. The change in

velocity also depends on the nature of the material through the c:onstant
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K which includes some physical properties of the material.

The resonant frequency of the dislocation line for most metals

wc uLd be in trie range 200 - 3,000 111Hz. At low frequencies,kilocycle

range, the chance in veloci ty remains constant \d t.h increase in frequency.

For the higher frequencies ,megahertz range, the expression for the change

in shear Have velocity can be 'Hi tten as:-

= 2 2)w d. ::::
AV

where a =(!-2 - d2)
Wo

}'rom the expression for 4~ it can be seen that for 11 small range
VoAV is linear with frequency. It therefore follows thatof frequencies

Vo
the fractional change in velocity due to disloca.tion vibration under

the influence of an alternating stress wave of low amp;1itude remair:s

approximately cons tan tat low frequencies then increases linearly in

the megahertz range. Re,.,riting the equation we get,

............. 7.2..3

wheref~Y) can be called the initial f~actional velocity change,and
l~I

1s a parameter dependent upon the nature of the material .

.i!'orultrasonic surface waves the same theory oS disp.ersion and
damping due to dislocation loops is applicable" since there is -a ishe ar

component in the particle displacement vector. Therefore the results

of measurements of surface wave velocities will be discussed in the

context of the above theory.
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It can be seen in all the curves Pigs.7.2 ..8, 7.2.10 and 7.2.12,

that higher frequencies were better for detecting changes due to creep.

TU-is implies that the:t'ewas more ultrasonic damping at high frequencies,

because the change in cri tical angle was greatest at the hi.ghest u.Ltrasonic

test frequency.

In the context of the theory, of dislocation,the change in velocity

is a function of frequency,the dislocation density, and the dislocation

loop~length. It appears therefore that in this material, as creep

increases, either the dislocation density o~ the dislocation loo~ length

or both increases initially and then deareases during the later stages

of creep.

Tnis is deduced from the response of the critical angle to cree~

curves for one orientation and considering either the 15 or 251>1H.ztest

frequency. The increase in d:i,.slocationdensity with creep has been reported
40by e.g. Granato and DeRosset. Measuring the changes in dislocation

•
density with creep in sodium chloride crystals they found that the dislo-

cation density increased in a similar manner to the increase in creep".
"18Gilman and Johnston" reported on similar findings.

If it is assumed that in~d:h~ .Nickel alloy the dislocation density
increases with creep,then the curves for critical angle versus creep

should increase continually as creep) increases. As can be seen this was

not the case. Possibly there was an initial increase in dislocation

densi ty, then during the later stages of creep, there was annihilation CLf

dislocations. No work has been rep.orted on the change in dislocation

density with creep for this material.

I,
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Consider now the change in dislocation loop length. Assume that
the loop length increases with creep,then falls off during l~ter stages

of cr-eep , ('ntis vas found to be the case in sod Lum chloride by Granato
d D Ro' 0 )40 T~ + f .an ,cosset . n.en vhf;)curve 0, critical angle to creep should

increase during early stages of creep then f'al.l off as creep increases.

In our case j t can be seen that this was the manne r in whi.ch the

critical angle changed with creep. No work has been repprted on how

loop length varies with creep for this C263 nickel alloy. From the

experim~ntal results it is suggested that during the early stages of

creep both mechanisms i. e. increase :i.ndislocation densi ty and loop

length, are active in caue f.ng an increase in cri tical angle. Beyond

some value of creep, about 0..6%T.P..S.,there is levelling off in the

dislocation density and a shortening of the loop lengths. '.rllisappears

to be the case since it can be seen that at higher values of creep

the decrease in critical angle i.e. increase in surface wave velocity

is greatest at 25MHz the highest test frequency. '.rhiswill be the case

• tf the dislocation s~gments were shortening with increase in creep'~

The curves for 45 degrees and 90 degrees from the direction of rolling

Figs.7.2.10 and 7.2.12 demonstrate this clearly.

•Maybe the shortening of the dislocation segments for this material

can be attributed to the fact that the creep test was conducted at 780°C.
140 _ 0It has been rep.orted that beyond 750 C for this material aPRreciable

ageing .and precip;1tation take place. There is a phase tJ;'ansformatioll

and-probably these new particles contribute to pinning and ther.efore

shortening of the dislocation ~egments.

7.2.3(1.5) Creep in I11I230 Titanium------------------------
As can be seen in ~'j_es.7.2.9,7.2.11 and 7.2.13 are the results of



of the change in cri tical angLe vii th creep for HII230 tiLan i.um , It ,.;ill

be observed that the results are different from that for the nickel alloy.

If the same reasoning 40 is used to interpret the results it will mCEm

that the dislocation density and loop length decreases in:i_tially. Vii th

creep instead of the increase as in the other material. Next,beyond s6me

value of c!eep, again about O.67oT.P.S., the dislocation density levels off

and the loop length increases.

No work has been reported on the change in dislocation density or

loop length with creep for this material. However as reported by Kornilov

et a128 the mechanism of plastic deformation in titanium and its alloys

considerably differs from that of the metals belonging to the V1th and

VrrIth group of the periodic system. For example alloying of nickel leads

to the pinning down of part 0 f the slip planes and the blocking of ".

dislocations. Alloying of titanium however leads to a decrease in the

number of active plastic deformation centres.

It would be argued that the dislocation mechanism in the IMI230
•

titanium is opposite to the mechanism active in the C263 Nickel alloy.

May.:bethe dislocation loop. length increases beyond about O.6;YaT. P.S.

This appears to be the case because beyond this point there is an incnease

in critical angle i.e. a decrease in velocity. This means that there

is less dislocation damping beyond this point fOjrhigher frequencies.

Explanation jonterms of grain size and hardness-----------------------------------------------
Creep in C263 Nickel alloy--------------------------

The calculated results obtained for the surface wave elastic

modulus can be seen plotted in Figs.7.2.8, 7.2.10 and 7.2.12. since the
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grain size 140increases with creep it will be expected that the elastic

modulus will decrease. In the rCDults obtained it can be seen that the

elastic modulus has decreased.

A plot of hardness for a plain sheet as a function of age i rig time
oshows that the hardness for around 780 C falls off beyond about 32 hours

of ageing' ·t;i~~?In the creep test on this material the times taken for

the three stages of creep wer e all greater than this v al.ue l se e app.3).

No figures of hardness are given for beyond 128 hours of ageing

time but it would be assumed that the falling trend in hardness will

continue beyond this point. This means that the material is becoming

softer with creep. The curve of the elastic modulus shows this to be

the case.

There are no indications in the plots for grain size or hardL8ss

that beyond a certain time the hardness increases as was obtained 2:.1the

present study. However this might be due to the fact that during the

ageing time for the curves of hardness and grain size, there was no
•

tensile stress applied. These specimens were not subjected to creep.

In the present study, however, the specimens were crep;t,and it is very

likely that different.mechanisms were active. These mechanisms might~
•have been responsible for causing an increase in hardness and resulting

in an increase in Burface wave elastic modulus.

141It has been reported that the hardness level was unlikely to
change significantly after creep testing this material at 300°C. This

was the temperature at~lhich the material was subjected to creep.Also
'4,

that at this temperature recrystallization will not occur.
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What can occur at this temperature is age hardening. B'Lenkln so p

and Goosey29 shoved now the hardness of th:i s material varies with time

at a temperature of 400°C. ThLs was above the temper,.t\.l.::"J used in the

present study,but possibly a similar trend in hardness will occur at
o300 c.

Measuremen ts showed that hardness increased wi th tLme, r-eachi ng a

peak value then falling off with time. The curves of elastic modulus

versus creep (Figs.7.2.9, 7.2.11, 7.2.1,.) Sh0W that the clastic

modulus follo~~similBr pattern for all measured directions along the

surface.

7.2.4

Considering the resul ts for both materials 1.e C26") Ni.ckel alloy

and HII230 Titanium alloy, it can be said that bY' the use of ultrasonic

critical angle reflectometry early stages in creep can be detected. In

both cases it appears that it could be possible to measure up to

0.6%'1' .P•.S. state olf creep. Beyond this point the curve turns over, and

the curve.far critical angle versus creep become double valued.

In most industrial si tuat.ions there will be a tolerance limit on

the extension of components or machin~ par.ts,when subjected to tensile
stress at high temperatures. It will be the decision of engineers t();

consider whether the technique reported in this present study is

suitable for industrial app'lication.

Maybe the tolerance limits on extensions is far less than O.6roT.p.S.

This quite likely is the case for components such as turbine blades

used in jet engines. The author suspects that there are many more
,.
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possible areas with tolerance limits lower than thj_G fj~ure. 'I'her-ef'o r-e

with careful and detail development this method of testing could be

very useful to industry.
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7.3 FA'rIGUE

7.3.1 Data collection

TJ:le critical angle of incidence was measured for all specimens

at three angles of orientation. 'I'nese were along Ute rolling direction

(cx= 0),45 degrees from the rollong direction(CX== 45),and go degrees from

the rolling direction«:X= 90). All specimens were measured in the

unf at i gued .at at e in order to determine their "as received" state.

Consider one specimen, This specimen was measured in its

"as received" state for all three directions as given above. It was then

fatigued to Nl cycles at a stress level Sland the critical angle again

measured. in all directions.

After this, a further cycling was done to) N2 cycles, at. the aame

stress level Sl' The critical angle of incidence was again measured for

all directions. The specimen was then cycled to U3 cycles at the same

stress level SI and the critical angle again measured for all directions.

Further cycling at the same a t r es a level was done and after each

cycling the cri tical angle measured. 'fhis procedure was continued until

failure of the specimen,

Three specimens were used at most stress levels and two types of

material were used, 'rhese were mild steel and titanium alloy (see <::11.6).~

The stress levels used were 19;5Ton/in2(300HN/m2) and

22.5Ton lin 2(350I.m/m2) for the mild steel B?-d 16.8Ton lin 2(260MN/m2),

2 .. 2 2 2
2lTon t= (325l'1N/m) and 29.5Ton /In {45511N/m) for the titanium

apo c imene. Tests were done at 5, IS. and 25HHz.(ul trasonic frequencies)

Fig 7.3.l(a) shows the type of fatigue loading used for this

high stress level low cycle fatigue program.
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7.3.2

'fhe mean value of the cri tical angle of incidence \'lUS ca'lcu'lated

from the results obtained for each frequency and direction of propagation,

on each specimen. 'I'he mean value of the cri tical angle was used for the

plotting of all graphs. The normalised cri tical angl e. of incidence was

plotted versus the number of fe.tigue cycles(N),or the uiltrasonic test

frequency( f).

For the first case the critical angle was normalised to the

critical angle of the unfatigued ape.c i.men, Figs.7.'.2, 7.3.) and 7.3.4
are plots of this normalised critical angle versus fatigue cycles for

mild steel at different frequencies and orientations.

For the second case the cri tical angle was normalised to; the

cri tical ang le of incidence o.f the specimen at the 5}lliz ul tr.asonic teat.

frequency. Graphs of ;critical angle versus the ultrasonic test frequency

Graphs o,f the normalised cri tical angle versus the stage of

can be seen plotted in Figs.7.3.5 and 7.3.6. They are pJotted for the

two stress levels used for the mild steel.

fatigue life can be seen plotted for the titanium alloy in Figs. 7.3.7,'and

The corresponding graphs for the change in normalised critical.

7.3.8. The plots are for different orientation and for the stress levels

used.

angle versus frequency for the titanium alloy can be seen plotted in

Fig~7. 3.9. This was plotted as before for various stages in fatigue life.

Two further g~aphs were plotted. These were for different stress

levels. Fig.7.3.10 is the plot for the l6.8Ton lin 2 stress level,and
. 2Fig.7.3.l1 is the plot for the 21Ton lin stress level. Both graphs were

for the titanium specimens.
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7.3.3 Discussion of results and conclusions

The results obtained for both materials show that during the very

early stages of fatigue life there is a large increase in the critical

angle, ",hieh reaches a peak value then f alLs off ~dth increase in f'at i.gue

stress cycles. Por vthe mild steel (.B'igs.7.,.2, 7.3.3, and 7.3.4) at all..

.frequencies foror= 0, the lower stress level showed a more ranid riee
to this peak value. This was especially the case at 25~lz. In this case

the falloff in critical angle was very gradual with the number of cycles

W:tth.the 15MHz test signal the falloff was rather mare rap'id,

passing through a minimum point then rising to a high value before failure.

At 5MHz there was a rapid rise in the critical angle then a 1'a11i6fall

fOllowed essentially by a slow fall a.ffwith number of fatigue cycles.

FaT the higher stress level at each frequency the critical angle

increased to a peak value then fell off. The magnitude of the increase

in cri Heal angle was less in each case than that due to the lower stress
•

level. Interpreting the results in terms of surface wave velocity and

elastic modulus,it can be seen that the velocity decreases rapidly at

early stages of fatigue. i.e. there is a softening Q}f the material
•ini tially followed by a hardening. Sometimes the hardening is rapid for

higher stresses and less rapid for Lower stresses.

This is different to .the tYRe o.fr-esponae of ductile material as

tested by Bullen et.a142. They found that fnr stress levels well below

the yield stress, the hardness of copper increased raHidly lofi th the

number of fatigue cycles, then levelled off to a constant value. Howeve r,
~

as reported by manywo rkera,the present study seem to con f'Lrm that there

is strain ha~dening be~ore fracture. This can be seen in all the graphs

for mild steel. The results
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materials,e.e. coppcr,aluminium,nickel and steel, there was a disti~ct

strain softening with cyclic loading. This can be ~sed to partially

explain the docr-ease in surface wave velocity ciul'i:1C the «ar-Ly stages of

fatigue,i.e. there ~s an increase in critical angle.

The results from the study did not agree completely with the results
of Lazan and \.yu5~They found that when measuring damping during fatigue,

the damping increased and then suddenly levelled off. This vas mcr e

marked for high st.ress levels than for 10i'1 stress levels. ]j'rornthe present
resul ts it can be seen that there is a sudden increase in cri tical angl.e
~uring the early stages of fatigue life. i'leasurementsusing magnetic
hysteresis 62 and eddy currents63 showed a similar type of response.

~. ..

As reported by Rasmussen~4,65 cracks appear.'on the surface of

high stress level low cycle fatigue specimens early in fatigue life.

Cracks welre observed at about 60 percent of fatigue life when measuring

the specimen "off machine". This was independen t of st.ress level.

Therefore if this is considered as a basis to explain the results for

the specimens tested,it would appear that before the crack formation'

stage using ultrasonic surface waves the change in critical angle can

be measured. The change then is due to strain softenl.ng4? When cracks

begin to form, there is a slow down in this change in elastic properties.

Eventually a Lar-ge number of cracks are formed which are accompanied by

strain hardening. The elastic modulus then increases showing a fall in

the measured critical angle of incidence leading to failure.

Figs.7.3.5 snd 7.3.6 are plots of the change in criticar angle

with ultrasonic test frequency for the two, sttess levels in mil d steel.

It appears that this typ,B of plot can indicate the best test frequency
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for the material used. Ho wever since the critical angle is normalised,

at 5HHz, the resul ts may be inconclusive. In both c;raphs there is a sudcen

increase in critical angle at 15 and 25f1IH.zduring the early stages in

fatigne life.

The titanium specimens for hif,h st.ress level appear to behave in

a rather different way from the mild steel specimens. For the very early

stages af fatigue life there was a Budden increase in the measured

critical' angle jus t as for the mild steel (see fig. 7.3.7). 'rhis occurred

for all ultrasonic test frequencies. Again the critical angle reached

a peak,but then fell off to a minimum value, this peak being reached
early in fatigue life.

The minimum value reached was very sharp in the case nof the 15

and 25MHz test signal but bread in the case of the 5MHz test signal.

In all cases beyond this minimum the critical angle increased to ano.ther

peak then fell off for the 5 and 25l-1Hz,but increased for the 15MHz signal.

The graph for the change in cri tical angle versus the number of' fatigue

cycles for 90 degre~s from the rolling direction(Fig.7.3.~)~shows a

similar type of response to Fig.7.3.7 ~iscussed before,exceRt that there

are more R~aks and troughs in early fatigue life for the 5MHz ultra~onic

signal.

The type of curve obtained is somewhat similar to that given by
66Shagaev when measuring magnetic permeability. He mentioned yeculiar

types of peaks and troughs similar to those obtained in this study during

the early stages of fatigue life. Also the characteristic gradual falling

off in permeability with increase in fatigue cycles was observed.

If an attempt is made to explain the response of the change in

critical angle versus fatigue cycles in terms of dislocation theory,
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66a similar type of r e aaonIng can be used. If ihere was an mi tLaL increase

in dislocation derislty,during early stages of fatigue,it will be expected

that the surface wave velocity will decrease due to dislocation damping.

This can be seen in the graphf3 a tall f'r equcnc i es , As the number of

stress cycles increase 1di al ocat Lons move c ro at.ing vacancies a.round

obe t.acLea and the ultrasonic damping decreases. Ll~ v eLocity increases.

Hore dI eLoca t i one are tljen cr eat ed and the veLocLty de cr-e aae s ,

Finally, the dislocations come'up against pinning points vrhi.ch eventual.Ly

leads to strain ha.rdening. The surface wave veloci ty them increases

because the damping i13 decreased. Most. cuz-ve s seem to follow this pattern.

i.e. increase +n critical angle.

For the lower stress levels in titanium(see figs.7.3.10 and 7.3.11),

the curves of change a in cri tical angle versus the number o.r fatig'.1e

cycle8,'8re different;#Cfllthose for the higher stress levels. Measurements

were done at 5 and 151>lliztest frequencies only. Readings were not taken

during the early stages of fatigue life so i~ is difficult to make any

direct comparison with the curves.given in Figs.7.3.7 and 1.3.B.

For the 211'on lin 2(260MN/m2) s~reiJs level however the same typ,:e

of falling off in cri tical angle occured as that .obtained for higher

stress levels in both types of specimens. The 15 MHzsign~l showed that

the critical angle increased with the number o;f cycles, then fell off

wi th' fatigue cycles. The 5 MHzsignal how:ever showed a fall in the cri ti.cal

For the 16.8 Ton ./in 2 stress level(eee fig.7.3.l1),the result

shows an initial change in cri tical angle at. 15 }11Hz(C(= 90 degrees),

then a levelling off in critical angle. For 0(= 0 degrees, at the same

frequency, the critical angle decreased initially, then rose to a high

value later in fatigue life.
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These results show how difficult it is to correlate information

obtained from fatigue tests. The author cannot see any pattern in U.e

results obtained that will be directly useful to engineers in the study

of fatigue.

Brook and Parry57 reported that the fatigue life of a sp,ccimen

can be predicted: by measuring the apparent dynamic Young's modulus and

the damping. In 'the present study there was no direct correlation be tween

measured cri tical angle and fatigue life for either material at any stress

level. What can be said is that there was an inl tial change in the

critical angle during the very early stage in fatigue life for' both

materials .. This was followed by a decrease in cri tical angle at about

60 percent or less alf fatigue life.

~:' The author concludes that in this form the reaul ts. indicate that

it will not be possible to predict fatigue life by measuring the change

in cri tica] angle. (i. e. the change in ul traso~i'c surface wave velocity).

This is similar to a conclusion arrived at by Mitchell and Frederick68

in their study of acoustic emission versus fatigue life. They found that

no parameter in the emission significantly correlated with fatigue.

However the author will not l!ecommend a discontinuity of research

in this area since all possibilities should be exhausted before such a

deCision can be taken. Therefore a few.:i'IIpOmmendationsare made on tb:e~

possibili ties of future work. This can be Been an Chap.ter ( 8).
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7.4.1 Data colleetion

11' this sect jon the data was collected by measur ing t.hecr:i t:J Cc:']

angles of incidence in different materials at 5, 10, 15 ami 25 HHz.

Additionally the peak amplitudes of the reflected pulsc,at and in
the neighbourhood of the critical anele were recorded for each

material at each frequency. These sp;ecimens were cut from rolled rectan-

gular bar stock and the cri tical angle of incidence was measured for tllC

direction of rolling. The materials used were mild steel,sta~nleBs steel,

copper,brass and aluminium.

A further test lias done o-n a mild steel sheet specimen. Tk~

critical angle of incidence was measured along the rolling direction

and 90 degrees from the rolling direction on the specimen before and

after being statically stressed well above the yield stress. This was

done for the three ultrasonic test frequencies, 5, 15, and 25 MHz.

Results and data analysis-------------------------
The variations in cri tical angle with the test frequency we re

plo.tted for each material. This can be seen in Figs.7.4 •.1 to 7.4.5 for

th~ materials tested. On the same graphs the variation of the pseudo-

reflection factor with frequency was plotted for the respective material.

The pseudo-reflection factor was calculated from the recorded

amplitude. The peak amplitude of the reflected pulse im2cdiately

before the critical angle was-used as reference.The reflected amplitude

at the critical angle was expressed as a percentage of this value.
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For the mild steel specimen(sheet),thc results of the change in critlcal

angle with frequency for t~o directions of surface wave propagation

.... 1"'" measured, and the resul ts used to plot a graph of -(:Hn811 - Sine).)

versus the ultrasonic test frequency(~eefig.7.4.6).
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7.4.3 Discussion of results and conclusions

The results of the change in critical angle with frequency fo~

each material demonstrate that the cr-f.t ical angle of incidence ts a

function of frequency. For t.healuminium, st.a.LnLes s steel and copper bars,

the critical angle increased "lith f requency i t see fies.7.4.3,7.4 ..4 and 7.4.5).

For the 11.1urniniumspecimen the increase was not so great but for the other

two materials especially copper, the change was very large. Numerically

this was 47.10 at 5 MHz to 490 at 25 i'lliz.

For' the brass and mild steel specimens the critical angle o-f

incidence went through a minimum ue tween 5 and 25 HHz. l!"'orthe brass

specimen the critical angle appeared to have a minimum value at about

15 MHz. For the mild steel specimen it was not so easy to decide on the

minimum critical angle.

The pseudo-reflection factor for mild steel showed a minimum at

some particular frequency. This can possibly be explained by considering

the reflection factor as a measure of the energy absorbed at the critical
angle for each frequency.

The reflection factor for the brass specimen .had two' minima:'..No
attempt will be made to explain this phenomen~

For'the copper and aluminium specimens the pseudo-reflection

had a minimum value at about 5 HHz. This was the frequency at which

the highest surface wave velocity was recorded(minimu.m critical angle).

Frequency of least reflection(FLR)----------------------------------
The frequency at which the reflection factor as defined by

Richardson and BeckerllO neach -a minimum was called the frequency of least
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reflect.jon(.F'LR).The author beLfeves that the minimum frequency of the

Graph of the pseudo reflection factor is that of the least reflectic)Jl,since

the graph for the pseudo-reflection factor for stainless steel(see Fig.

7.4.4), was similar to that obtained for the reflection factor,minimum

by Richardson and Becker~lO They calculated(see eqn. 3.20 ),and measured

the reflection factor and compared the two values. They got a figure of

1511Hz for the frequency of least reflection which \'1assimilar to that
measured by the author.

The term "birefringence" is used in a different context to

that applied to light or ultrasonic bulk shear waves.l39 In both these

cases .birefringence is the difference between tne velocities of the waves

polarised along and normal to the principal axis. The disp,ersion i~~ the

way in which this difference changes with frequancy.

For surface waves the disP9rsion of the"birefringence" is the

manner in which the difference in the surface wave velocities,C
R
// and

'CR varies with frequenC!y.

It is reasonable to assume that there are more dislocations
oriented along the diredtion of preferred grain orientation.This means,

that along this direction, there are a greater number of slip planes or

components of dislocations than normal to it. It follows therefore that
,

more dislocation vibrations will be generated by waves parallel to the
preferred axis than normal to it. 'I'he r'ef'ore these parallel polarised

waves will suffer greater dispersion. Hence there will be a negative

slope for the birefringence, \..hen a plot of CRI/ - CR.l. versus frequency
is made.
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Since the critical angle of incidence is inversely proportional to the

surface wave veloei ty, the slope of a plot of -lSin&n.// - SineR.L) -.fill

be positive for the linear region when pl.ot tie d to frequency.

Considering the equation for the fractional velocity change as

given in eqn.7.2.3,we have:-

for the surface waves parallel to the prineip::!.l
axis, and,

co
:::; K.1. (1 + a~l) for the surface waves pe.rpend Lcu'lar- to the principal

axis.

Therefore the surface rlave"birefr.ingence" can be written as:-
Cl; - cl.

----------- = ............ 7.4.1
co

where R is the birefringence at frequency f and ~o is the low frequency
birefringence.

7.4.3l1.1)
,.

From the above theory it can b£ seen that the linear part

of the bi.refrj_ngencecurve is dependent upon dis10ca tion dene f ty.:Also,

it is expected that a large degree of preferred orientation of

dislocations would be accompanied by a'large degree of preferred

orientation o.fgrains, giving rise to a steep slope in the birefringence

graph.

Conversely,it is expected that random orientation of
,

dislocations will be accompanied by random grain o;rientation.
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Effect of static stress

The elastic constant of a material is altered very slightly' when

subjected to static stress below the elastic limit. As a consequence}

there is a small change in the atomic binding energy. Hence the elastic

con st an t s change slightly, Le adi.ng to a ch ang e in t.h« VJ8VC vo Lo c r ty

which is independent of frequency. The effect of the c.islocations is

negligible~211ci they vibrate in an identic?,l manner to the.t 1.,r1thoutappl Ied
stress. Thus the birefringence due to the applied stress iD the same at
11 1t :i f . 1,139.J' .d .d 1 . . 11 ' tl t da _ u . r-aaonj.c . r-equenc a.e a, an,,_ H! an 8. a ge oraaca y ·(;0 la· ue

to dislocation vibr-atLon which is frequency depcndon +. A similar si tua1;ion

arises when residual stresses are pr-eaen t en cold vo.rked materials,

which hB-ve prefel'ed orientation.

When a material 1s subjected to stress above its elastic limits
plastic strain 1s produced.

This lIas the case when a mild steel specimen was clamped betwaen

the jaws of a tensile testing machine and a static load app'ld.ed, ~he
"

intensity of the load was such as to cause severe deformation of the

specimen. i.e. large plastic strain.

-Fo~ large plastic strains there will be strain hardening in the

'bulk of the material. l~any dislocations will be created by dislocation

sou~ces but most of them will either be anihilated or come up against
: .•.' .. ~~ ..., ;,,: <

pinning points.
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Prediction of surface residual stress from measurem2Dts-------------------------------------------------------

'\'ie may express the surface "rave birefringence at f'ne qucncy f &3:-

B = M:. wher'eB is dependent on dislocation clensi ty,
o

2 2and m = 4Tfa • (a is a constant for any material undergoine the same

cold working process < See appendix.71 11ahadevlri9called B the shear ,..ave
birefringence.

For any material, to evaluate m,measurements of critical angles

should be made on the unstressed specimen at various frequencies. These

should be made along and across the rolling directions. If the sine of

the difference of these critical angles is related to B then using these

values in the above equation the value of m can be calculated.

The curve plot.t-edfrom these points will be a curve for the
birefringence due to texture only. If.measurements are made on a specimen
\Olhichhas been stressed another curve can be pJot:t:ed.The difference

·bet~~en the intercepts of the y axis for the two curves is then a

measure of the birefringence due to stress.

A curve(Fig.7.4.6) was plotted from the measurements obtained

on an unstressed specimen and on the same specimen after it had been

statically stressed and as a consequence ·se11:erely'def.orme@t .app.ears ;:::::::-

that both curves have the same slope.
From the equation above the value of m was calculated. i.e.
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--.0035 ::: Bo(l + 25m), and,

+.015 ~ B (1 + 225m)o

The calculateJ value for.ffi was ID -
1

60

17:9
111ahadevan J measured the shear wave birefringence in stainless steel

and calculated for thjs material 1
ill :: - 24 . l'1easurcmcnts were not made

below 5 f1Hz in the pr-e serrt study hence a direct compar+aon l'li th 11ahadevan' s

work cannot be made. However it appears that at h:igh uLt r-as ontc r:requencies

the curves falls off. This was not observed by Iilahad{lvan since he did

nq..t. use so high a frequency(15 );1Hz). His max Lmum frequer:cy ...ras 5 lVI".liz.

Maybe ~f measurements were done in the low frequency region as

was done by Mahadevan a similar typ~ 0; response will be obtained. The~

the difference of the intercepts of the y axis for the two curves will

be a measure of the surface wllve biref:Cingence"and",as a consequenceJ a

lliEHl.SUreof the surface residual stress on the specimen.

'.
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CHAPTgR 8

SUGGES'rrONS FOR .l"URTEER WORK----------------------------

Further work is suggested in the area of using ultrasonic surface

waves generated by critical angle reflectoruetry to meaeure changes in

elastic properties due to creep.
In the study reported in this thesis two types of material were used·

'l'heauthor suggests that it \>1.111be useful if other materials can be
studied and some work conducted in the area of creep greater than 1;6T.:IJ.S.

It will be advisable that in such studies the intervals in the degree of

creep chosen should be relatively small so that a curve plotted for the

surface wave velocity versus creep will be continuous hence the results

will be easy to interpret.

The goniometer to be used in these recommended studies should be

I very sensitive •. The angular position should bo"very accurately read ..

1':'::'(-'_':" It may-be possible that using the correct types-of1n.strumentation the
I "ari~lar settings can be digitised. Appendix 6 shows ,a.possible way of

~1. }>.. ~

';, '4'"

In this study of fatigue again two materials were studied,using one

type of loading program i.e.constant ~plitude alternating or repeated

stress remaining in tension for the whole program. The author suggests

that more work can be done using different materials and different loading

programs.

'{tnproving the sensi tivi ty of the receive side so that the m:1.nimumsignal

reflect~d can be accurately moni tored ,
The ultrasonic transducer should.be of the focus type so that very
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localised elastic properties can be measured and if possible the data
collecting and proce~sing sides should be automated.

In the area of case depth it may be posaible to do some work on the

measuring of very thin coat Lnga e.g.electroplated coatings ,on different

substrate materials to ascertain the exact limitations of the measuring

technique. High frequency'transducers will have to be used.It is suggested
that focussed probes be used.

Finally, the resul ts for the other materials studied snows that there
are many more questions to be answered about the manne n in which metals

behave at the ultraaonic critical angle. More work is suggested in this

area.Also f.rom the study Gf the difference in the response to ultrasonic

surface waves, for the unstressed and severly deformed mild steel speei.mena,

it appears that it may be possible to detect surface residual stresses

using critical anglG reflectometry. If a focussed probe is used at each

ultrasonic· frequency it can be used to measure localised surface residua.l

stresses. This fa a far better method than measuring the average residual

stress which is done when the thro~gh transmission type of test is employed.

,.

"
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CHAPTER. 9

PAPERS

Two papers were submitted for publication during the course of this

work. One was to the Journal of Nonde£ltructive 'resting vrhich gave the

preliminary results of the findings, and the second paper \VUS to the journal

!lUI t r aaonj ov • This second paper is a theoretical paper, but some resul ts are

LncLudedc A possible application of the results of the analysis was suggested

by the author.

In the remaining pages of this chapt0r further information of these

papers is presented.
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Some Results Using the
Ultrasonic Goniometer
(The Corner R.eflector Method)
w. WESTON-BARTHOLOMEW
Department of Engineering
University of Warwick
Coventry. England

Abstract-The ultrason'ie goniometer is a tool for the use in nondestructive
testing. Its usc is increasing. Thcre are many problems that are to be solved ill
trying to interpret the results. The amplitude of the reflected signal from the
specimen at the critical angle is a function of the elastic property of tho
specimen. and the exciting frequency.

This paper gives t.ho results of experi mcnt.s conrluot.cd Oil materials ill
various mechanical statcs and at different frequencies. The chango of crit icul
angle was measured.

Tho results show that the corner reflection mot.hod could hI' used to in-
vestigate surface-hnrdoued specimens using tho frequency r-ffcct to mcasu re
t.ho case depth. Specimens in different state of creep were also examined and
It froquency dependence effcct was observed. A bar of mild steel was stressed
and thc critical angle before and after st.rossing was measured. An iIlVt'I'KO

frequency was observed.

The ultrasonic gon iOlllPtcrO) was used to measure ease depth in case-
hardened materials and the state of creep.

The principle of operation of the goniometer is as follows: Water
is used as a medium. Dilatational waves are propagated in this
medium becoming incident on the solid surface (see Fig. 1). Using
Snell's law as in optios sin81 = ((,'.IC2)sin62 where Cl and C2 are
velocities in the liq 1I id and solid respectively. As the angle of incidence
is increased in dilatational wave in the solid becomes critical, then
the shear wave becomes critical. Immediatcly beyond this point
there is an angle where most, of the energy is converted into a surface
wave which propagates along the surfuce of the solid. TIIf' port.urba-
tion is confined t.o It layer of approximately OIlC wavelengt.h t.hiok.
The wave umplit.udo dies awn.v ill bot.h the ;1: and z direct.ions.

!II
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Figul'C 1. A li'l"id-- >;"Iid in tcrfuc«.

At this angle

where Bs is the critical angle
Cw is the velocity of dilatational wuve in water, and
C; is the surface wave velocity.

In this experiment the water temperature was kept constant within
O.OI°C, since the velocity of the dilatational wave changes with
temperature. The critical angle was measured for specimens with
various state of c;[eep. The velocity C; can be calculated from the
above expression and checked from the expression

CH = nit C\ whore
O.R7 + 1.12v

nil =---C+-;--
where v is Poisson's ratio

C, is the shear wave velocity in the solid.
The corner reflection method'!' uses OIlC t.rausducor alld relies 01\ an
acoust.io reflector to return the Hignet!reflected from the specimen
(see Fig. 2).
This was the method used in the experiment. The reflector was

highly polished to reduce scattering of the incident wave, Caburised
and ease-hardened steel specimens were tested. The change in the
critical allgle was measured, for different case depths and at different



Specimen

F'igurc 2. Drawing ofxyst.cru uscrl ,

frequencies. It will be seen that there is some oorrelation between
case depth and frequency (see Graph J).

The theory will not be gone into in this paper but it is well known
that the surface wave perturbation is confined to a layer of approxi-
mately one wavelength thick. The critical angle is inversely propor-
tional to the surface wave velocity, which is a function of the elastic
property of this layer. Hence as d the case depth changes the
elastic property of the layer changes and the critical angle changes.
For 4:>Asthe clastic property of the layer is the same and the angle
remains constant. To obtain any more information from the specimen
the interrogating frequency has to be lowered making d -c >'j'

Sincc the surface wave velocity is given by:

C; = nllc,
where nil = 0.!J4 for steel, and C, = 3200 Ill/sec,
therefore CH = :WOO m/sec. and the wavelength A"= Csl.f.
It follows that a 2 MHz interrogating signal can detect a case depth
of approximately I J) mm (60 x 10-3 in.) in steel, Graph I shows that
lower frequencies can detect target' case depths.
It was round also that for C263 Ni. that specimens which were

subjected to (']'e<~p at varying desrrcea, there WH.R a frequency depen-
dence cffcct.. (:raph 2 shows this. A possible oxpla.nution is as

follows.

,r
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If the critical anglc is considered as a resonance of the amplitude
of the dislocation displacement, then as the dislocation density
increases the critical angle will increase, i.e. the surface wave velocity
will decrease. Furthermore, at low frequencies thc frequency of the
exciting signal is vcry much lower than that of the resonant frequency
of the dislocation in all threc states of creep. Hence there is very
little difference in the measured critical angle. When the frequency
is increased becoming nearer to the resonant frequency of the dis-
locations the difference in the critical angle is evident. It shows that
the surface wave velocity decreases for increasing creep. It is
possible that at much higher frequencies very early changes in elastic
properties due to creep can be measured. It appears that the elastic
modulus of the surface wave has a frequency dependent part which
increases with tho state of creep.

For fatigued specimens it appears that thcre is an inverse frequency
effect. It appears that for the measuring of the change in clastic
properties during the early stages of fatigue, a low frequency has to
be used. Work is still in progress in this area.

A test was done on a mild steel specimen, which was stressed in a
static tension above its yield stress to such an extent as to cause
severe deformation. In order of magnitude, this was approximately
22% elongation and a 15% reduction in area. Graph:~ shows an
inverse frequency effect. A possible explanation is that due to this
deformation, there is an increase in the dislocation density in the
bulk of the material, and also a very high incidence of pinning. This
will make the metal more brittle, hence an increase ill the clastic modu-
lus. The specimen was stressed by clamping it between the jaws of a
tensile testing machine. From the graph it appears that the surface
properties before and after str?ssing arc only marginally different.
There is only marginal chunge in critical anglo at high frequencies. The
lower frequency monitors the change in elastie properties in the bulk
of the material. This shows that the critical angle is lower in tho
stressed material, which moans that t.he surface wave velocity has
increased.

Conclusion
The results presented in this papel' show that the relloct.ion method
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can be very useful. The corner reflector type goniometer is easier to
construct, and accurate and repeatable results can be obtained.
The frequency dependence effect found when interrogating creep

specimens means that with high freq uencies, it will' be possible to
detect changes ill elastic properties in vcry early stages of creep.
Again with careful measurements, the method can be used as a

sensitive detector of case depth.
The author found that specimens which were fatigued when

measured showed an inverse frequency effect.
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by H. ~feston-Bartholomew*

Abstract

The ultrasonic goniometer is a new tool for use in

non destructive testing.

To obtain repeatable results the temperature of the

coupling media (usually water) has to be controlled. This

paper represents a theoretical analysis of the dependence

of the measured angle on temperature. Additionally, if the

temperature is controlled, using the results of the same

analysis an expression for the temperature coefficient of

elasticity can be obtained.

Some experimental work was done and the results

presented.

* Department of Engineering, University of lrlarvlick,Coventry.



Introduction

In immersion testing the temperature of the fluid has to be controlled,

since the velocity of the dilatational wave changes vlith temperature.

This change is due to the change in density and bulk modulus of the fluid.

The general expression relating velocity to density and modulus is:-

k =

f
the bulk modulus
density of the fluid

therefore the change in velocity with temperature can be written as:-

_1 dk __1 £E
2k d'l' 2f dT

If Hater is used as a fluid,~,':t)ie:A.,,)thechange due to density can be
, ,,;':::::~t:,:,:.~:,~~;"C",.

neglected. The velocity change is due'ltlal.nlyto the change in bulk
"'t,',"_ "\

modulus Hith temperature. For some fluids e.g. volatile liquids, the
\

change in density cannot be neglected. The cur~D giving changes in

dilatational wave velocity with temperature for water can be plotted

from the table given in Bradfield2• The curve is plotted on graphs 1

and 2.
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Theoretical analysis of the effects of temrerature

on measured critical angle.

Basically from Snells law (see fig. 1)

Sin e
C1 C1 dilatational wave in water (m/sec)= C where =
R

CR = surface wave on the solid (m/sec) •

e = eR the critical angle.

Therefore de 1
[ dCl

~ dCR]= -cRcose cR

dividing thro by c1e we get:-

de C1 [ dC1 ~]= -e ecRcose c1 CR

C1 [ 1.. de1 dC ]and 1 dO 1 __B, •••••••••• (1)= -e dT acReose c1 dT CR dT
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due
ft 0.87 + 1.12V .

CR = l'}RGrr = liR -p where qR,= ----------- a s an approximate equation
1 + 1)

to Bergmann3• V = poissons ratio and Jl = shear modulus of the solid.
1Then differentiating and dividing through by drf we get:-

1 deR , [1 du 1 dP] 1 dnCR CiT = 2 ~ dT - fdT + qRdTR

Now

------------------------------
Substituting (2) in eqn, (1) we get:-

~ ~~~ ec~~he[~l~~l-~I'-~ - ijR~~1
This js the root equation from which certain practical forms can be

derived. Using Bergman's approximation relating qR and LIthe generalisation
can however be taken one step further.

dv= ------- 2-
4( 1 +V)

and
= -----------~----------dV (~ 1)• • • • • • •• II.

4(1 +~)(O.87 + 1.12V)

Substitut .ing this into eqn.~3) a general expression is obtained showing

the changes in e with temperature.

1 de
6 CiT

~~_~~~~~_~~~!~lthe specimerl density does not vary greatly over the range of

temperatures considered this reduces to:-
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!~_~~~~~_~~~~~;~oissons ratio does not vary greatly over the range of

temperature considered, this reduces to:-

I dee dT =
I d}! 1 df1- 2}l CiT + 2f dT

As can be seen it is important to know I d).l
jl dT

I dCI
and C dT' All the

I 0materials at 20 C.values can be obtained from Bradfield2, for most
Note that 8 on the right hand side of the equ at ion is in radians.

If the change inv due to temperature is not known, then it may be
1 dI1Ruseful to express - --- in terms of the change in elastic moduli withIJR dT

t amper ature, For an isotropic solid (see Gooberman4), ~ and}1 are Lame's
constants and are the only two constants neccessary for the elastic
constant ma.trix f.bran isotropic solid.

dV =

CII-2C 44 .
= 2C~~:2C44 1n terms of elastic moduli where CIl=~+2p

and C -}l~11~~~~_=_~~~~~11 44-
2( Cll - C44)2

I'\R
2.86CI1- 3.98C44= ------------- in terms of elastic moduli.

dv

Equation (3.1) then becomes:-

=
C44 dCIl - ell dC44---------------------------------

2(2.86 ell - 3.98 C44)(3 CII - 4 C44)

This can be reduced to:-
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C44 fa- dell - a- dC44]
~ 11 44-------------------c------------c-- .

2Cll [a.58 - 23.38(ci:) + 15.92(C~~) 2]
...' ." .' '..

This can now be substituted into eqn.(3) to get:-

.............. \4.4)

This is the general expression relating the change in critical angle

to temperature fo,r any material.

It may be useful also to express eqn.(3) in terms of Lame's

constants. Therefore:-

------------------------

Graphs land 2 are results for e (cri tical angle for different materials

~ different temperatures after the temperature of the water was

controlled to ~ O.Oloe. A corner reflector techniquel w~s used.
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Now rearraneing eqnll) we get an equation that should give the

temperature coefficient of elasticity for the surface wave in any material.

i.e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. (5)

Substitutine this in equation 4 we get :-

..................

where e outside the bracket is in radians. Therefore,

1 dCa
Ca dT = - ( + ...............
--------------------------------------

All the values can be obtained from carefully plotted graphs of e and

Cl to temperature.

(GSR
But CR = J-(5 where GSR is the elastic modulus of the surface wave.

therefore

1 df
- 21' CiT

t.e. . . (6)
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This is the expression for the temperature coefficient of elastic

modulus for the surface waves. 'rhe temperature coefficient of La nean

expansion is neglected,and so is the temperature coefficient of density.

Below are some results for different materials at 200C.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

From Bradfield 2 Calcula ted

Material
9,R deR Cl del 1 deR 1 dGSR

eR dT GSR dT x 100
degrees degrees m/sec m/sec

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Titanium 30.7 .09 1482.66 3.02 -.000678 -0.1356
Mild steel 30.5 .08 " " -.000398 -0.0796
Stainless 31.5 .1 " " -.00878 -0.1756steel
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Copper 45.24 .11 " " +.000125 +0.0250
Brass 47.88 .12 " " +.000134 +0.0268
Aluminium 30.8 .12 " " -.001541 -0.38"2
---------------------------------------------------------------,-------------
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Conclusion:-

The goniometer used was the corner reflector type. The system

is a relative one, but with careful construction and measurements,

consistent and repeatable results can be obtained. The exciting

frequency was 5 MHz and the sensitivity of the measuring system was

: .1 degree.

The temperature coefficient of elasticity for the surface wave

can be calculated using the given expression and the results of very

carefully controlled experiments relating e to temperature. It should

also be possible to evaluate the temperature coefficient of the shear

modulus in a similar way, given the temperature coefficient of the
Poisson ratio.
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(1) Figure showing critical angle, for surface wave generation.

(2) Variation of critical angle for different materials at

different temperatures.

(3) Variation of critical angle for different materials at

different temperatures.
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APPI';NDIX 1

H.ANUFACTURING DWl'AILS OJ!' Ti-i.ANSDUCl!;R

'l'hematerial used wae PXE~l1(PSN). i.e Potassium Sodium IHobate.

Details of this material is given in HulJ.ards Handbook "Pefzo eLectr-Lc

ceramics". This material was chosen because of its hi-Gh frequency constant
and low dielectric cons tan t,wh Lch means that at any given frequency a

transducer made' from this material will be thicker than an equivalent
transducer made from any other ferroelectric material . Comparable

figures are:-

PXE 5· ••. ]'requency constunt(longitudinal mode ) = 1390m/sec.

PXE 11 •. Frequency constant (longitudinal mode)= 2500m/sec.

'l'hereforeat I ~z say, the respective thicknesses t 1;.) of

transducers made from these materials will be:-

PXE5 . •. t = l390m/sec-r-MR.z = I390pm

PXE 11 •• t 2500m/sec
= -iMiiz = 2500pm

The material was received in block form from Muliards ~td. This

was then sliced by the author on a diamond saw,then an ultrasonic drill

on a brass p14te and surrounded by adhesive.

was used to cut them into discs. For slicing the material was mounted

on substrate wax and for drilling the sliced pleces were placed flat

Thin films of copper were deposited on both sides of the discs.

To prevent the sides from becoming coated a jig with thimbles was
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designed to cover the sides of the discs. The coa t iag H3.S done in 8.

vacuum unjt,and to get the copper to adhere to the surface R thin coat

of n1chrome was deposited before depositing the copper.

The polarising of the discs was done Hi th the discs immersed in

transformer oil(Siliconc oil was recoj,rmendedJ!he discs were placed.
between two brass plates of a jig and the assembly immersed in the oil.

The ;~'Sys~mused can be seen in Fig.Al.l.

For this material the polarising voltuge is 2 to 3volts,per p.m,
and depending on the thickness of the discs the open circuit voltage

owas set up. The oil in the bath was heated to 180 e, then the vol tage

was swi tcl'\ed,on for 1 min., then 8'\'1i tched off making sure that the

current atJ~>not exceed ·20JlA/mm2.The bath (with the discs) was all.oved

to cool down to lOOoC then the discs were takel! from the bath. They were

then checked for activity on a flaw detector. The thicknesses of the

discs were in the range 500 to 80~18nd the diameter was lOmm.

Thickness-Frequency relationship--------------------------------
As mentioned before the thickness(t) of a crystal made from this

material forl'Ci~i tudinal mode vibration is calculated from:-

t := = 2500pm :p'crMHz.

Therefore for a 25 MHz crystal t = 100pm.

The discs were then mounted on brass rods using conducting araldite

'8sadhesive and back electrode connecting. A perspex sleeve was then '-;
J

p~aced over the brass rods so as to facilitate easier machining of the
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crys tals. The C:r.yfl t al s were then rnach ined down to the required t.hi cknoe s

on a lathe,at a low speed and cooling continually.

After this a front electrode was 'deposited as before. The crystal

on ·its brass rod was mount ed in a perspex rod and the neccessary

connections made via coaxial cable. (sce Fig.Al.2).

Another type of crystal was found to be equally useful. An x-cut

crystal (quartz) coaxially coated so as to facilitate easy connections

to the cable was used in the same type of assembly as used above.

This transducer(25 MHz) was used also during the course of this work.

The author acknowledges the very helpful and useful information

given by Mullards Research Loboratories through f1r.J. S.Wright and

Mr.G •.Palfreeman.
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APPENDIX 2

FREQUI;JJCY COM1)0i:1EWr.s 0]' A Plli,:-3ED CONTINUOU':; HAVE------------------------------------------------

[J~~n Vlfir--.- ~
-i--I~V V I I I

I ,Tt I~1L"""1"- _!. -71
I 2 b 2 :
I__~----~--------------r

T

'1\ Tl
Let the continuous wave pulse be on for a duration - - and + - ,

2 2
and the time repetition o-f the pulse is T. Then the Pour-i.er' inte.grA)

is of the form:-

+7"vz.

F(jw) = ~ff(t)ejwtdt
~Tyl.

1 f( t) r," t f Tt ~ + < +T.wne re. = l:.oJ3111W
O

or -i-~ ... "2
= 0 for +"S ~ t 6T

2.

. F( jw)

.,.TI.
-jew-wo )t] "e 0
2J\;:;-J -11

. 0 20

Tl mrputting 2 = w then:-
o
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'I'her ef'o r-e :-

C' ,I. )~'. ~'l )vI .os.p7\:l11 -;. nAo V,.o

This is the expression wh i ch was used to plot the relative amplitudes

of the frequency components in the test signal. A fundamental frequency

w of 5 Jollizwas used, and n the number of cycles in the "on 11 period in
o

the pulse was varied. A computer was used to tabulate the results for

the response.

The bandwith considered was O.lw to 2vl in steps of 0.1 P'fj{z.o 0

Two conditions were considered. i.e.

(a) When there are only two cycles in the pulse, and,

Cb) When there are five cycles only in the pulse.
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APPENDIX 3

CREEP TESTING OF C 263 SHEET MATERIAL

Herewith, the results of creep tests carried
out on C 263 sheet material,with the object of
introducing a known amount of extension into
the specimen.
Testpieces were removed from the sheet as indi-
cated in the diagram below.

.> it£~"'. ~ )~ 41\
~ 'T".~'T. ~
(\ ..

'a\..Jl\ N~. z.

~ Q\..Il"'~.
0
'"

" T~ '-1 )• \V.T, SPA~£ f J

Cast No. HTS 6193 - 16 SWG.
Test Temperature 780°C.
Stress 170 MN/M2.
% Total Plastic Strain in each specimen when
removed.
Specimen A 0.33% T.P.S. at 238hrs.
Specimen B 0.898~~T.P.S. at 359hrs.
Specimen E 0.639;T.P.S. at 310hrs.
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DRA'vlINGS OF CONIO~TE:
------------------
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APPENDIX 5
__.-----_ .._--

THEORY" OF' SKIP DISTANCE-----------------------

Let v(e.) be the reflection coefficient of a plane wave incident

on a reflecting boundary at angle e.(See l"5.g.A.5.1.). Then:-

vee) = (p)ej¢(p) where f and¢are f(p) hence fee).

Upon reflection the wave undergoes a phase change.

Physical meaning of A~--------------------- ( Brek~vs~ikhll4)
~

If n plane wave becomes incident upon the bounda~' of a perfect

reflecto~(Bee fig.A5.2),the reflection factor will be unity. Then the

incid.ent "lmd l"eflected waves can be written as:-

and,

wherecx= ksine and l = kcose which arebo!th attenuation fa.ctQlrB for

the horizontal and vertical directions respectively.

-~~~,~ ..~
At z = 0 both waves have, the same amplitude and phase. At a 12lane

.,' z = h,i! we eubstitute in. equations given above,we get:-
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This is the therefore the reflection coeffici.ent at z = h,where/V/= 1,

is the modulus and the phase¢>::::2oh. is the phase change for the wave

as it travels from the plane z = h to z ::::0 and back.

Generally ~ = 20h where

projection of the wave vector on.the.x axis.
The skip distance can the be written a8:-

Ll = -(;!t~ A5.1

This skip distance is the horizontal displacement of the ray, and it
follows that the rate of phase change when greatest will give the largest
.~. In the region when the phase: changes most rapidly wi th angle the

. beam displacement will be the greatest. One of these conditions is when

the beam become incident on·~ boundary between two media,at an angle

just beyond the angle of total ·internnl reflection. In this case it is

assumed that the velocity in the reflecting media is greater than the

wave velocity in the coupling media. This condition is discussed below.

Conditione at critical angle for a liquid-solid interface---------------------------------------------------------
For the liquid-solid inter'face the condition for total internal

C
reflection is when Sine> _w where Cw is the velocity of the c

Ctdilatational wave in water, and Ct is the velocity of the shear Wave

in the solid. Near this angle beam displacement will occur.

Under 'these conditions the reflection coefficient can be written

a6:- ZlCos2D, + ZtSd;n2~ - Z vLiV = -------------------------- =
Z C062~ + Z Sin2t, + Z

where
L PClZ ::::---
1 cosl,

ffewz.= ---
case

and B.De the impeJ ..J~iJ'Ct for
, ....,' '



the :).ongtitudinal and shear waves in the solid respectively,and Z is

the impecier'lce f,o!" the longti tud ina'l, wave in the fluid.

Also1 is
I

By, putting Sine

the critical anrcLe for the shear wave in the
C ,. (C )2. =(C)2-wS.'f c_,.2v t t d= --.- lnll" s = o i n 0,:: --. , q'- --- an
et CR Cl

solid.
e )1-

r =(c~ ,
w

the phase angle can be calculated. It should be noted that since

et"> eR then [1 - S = j~. also from the previous section p ::::kSin9

hence the skip distance

=

can be calculated from:-

=
w O(Sine)

The result of this analysis is given in equation 3.22.

\ ..

t-'·,
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APP!~NDI X. 6

Suggested Receive Side Circuits-------------------------------

The system diagram Fig.A6.l is a general system drawing of the

transmit side used and a possible receive side. The switching-pulse

generator should control the gate so as to pass only the receive

echo pulse which will be detected then displayed on a digital voltmeter.

It will be possible then,to increase the accuracy of the measuring

system considerablY,since the minimum voltage i.e the voltage at the

critical angle of incidence will. be easily read off.

A possible circuit" for the switching-~ulse generator can be seen

in Fig.A6 •.2•.

....'" ..... '
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A.PPENDIX 7

THE GRANATO-LUCKE THEORY OF DISLOCATION------------------------------_ ..--_._---

-The equation £o:r an oscillating dislocation line can be written as:-

(due to Ka.ehler)

where Ais the effective mass Ber unit length of the dislocation line,
B is the damping per unit length,C is ,the effect~ve line tension,b. is the

-I, ,~

Burger's vector, and bO'"is the force ;;,..*~.rtedon the dislocation line by

the external stresses. The di spl.acement ~ is the lateral displacement
I

distance y from one end.

from its equilibrium position at
,.Ub'1.

C = _r:_:\ where'l1ispoisson's ratio)
7r(l-1J)

of an element of the dislocation ,line

The Granato-Lucke model fo.r dislocation damping of a plane harmonic

wave propagating normal to. the 4ialocation line leads to an expression'

for the modulus defect which dep~nds upon the frequency of the wave'w)

This expression is :-
2

I (1 - :~ )
----------~---2 2-

(1 - !'2) + w
2d 2

Wo

...............

f f th dislocation linelw2 --!~£2), 'Where WC? is ""theresonant requency 0 e \ 0
B12 Al

J.is the length of the dislocati.n line,and d 'isO-.also N is the dislooation
, ',', -:

the density it follows that

velbcitr can be written as v~];i
!~= 4E which ~s a function of frequency.

o )1

where;' is

. ';
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.",2
Since the resonant frequency f is very high (~2000HHz), -'2 will be

o w
o

very small and equation A7.1 becomes:-

tw= -V(). 2( W
2
)= KNI 1 - - '

w2o
(1 -

22,-[
--- +2

Wo

.. .. )
]

-1

2.12+ w u

therefore .................. AT.2

If we callQ the"oriqntation factor"of the dislocation or'Lent at.Lon then

~quationA7. 2 can b,e' written as:-

•• • • • •••••••• • •••••• '. • • • • • • • • •. A7.3

where:- , 2
Xl = KNl~ ~ (~g )N12.st and,

a :2 (! - d2) a constant for any !taterial.
w~
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